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I. THE REGULATED INDUSTRY REGIME

One would not expect lawyers specializing in nonprofit and tax exemption matters

to look upon America's private foundations as a regulated industry.  The matrix of code

and regulations that rules the foundations emerged – at least explicitly – from concerns

about obedience to fiduciary and charitable governance norms, rather than the conven-

tional wellsprings for industry regulation.  Thus, the foundations do not exhibit the hall-

marks or the vices that typically beget industry regulation: they do not have the consumer-

serving characteristics of airlines or hospitals, and they do not exhibit monopoly, scarcity,

or other earmarks of "market failure" – or the negative health, safety, or environmental

"externalities" – that call for public control.

∗ Despite its published form, this paper is still a work in progress, and comments, sweet or sour or in-
between, will be most welcome.  They can be sent to me in person, by mail (82 Edgehill Road, New Haven,
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Indeed, the foundations themselves do not regard themselves as an "industry."  That

term has connotations of commerce and the pursuit of profit that offend foundation per-

sons (even those whose salaries were set with one eye on "comparable" business-sector ex-

ecutives).  The Council on Foundations does not look on itself as a "trade association," and

when this author once applied the word "cartel" to foundation conclaves that appeared to

reach collective decisions on the goodness or badness of certain applicants, the reaction

was one of bewilderment.  

Whether or not the "industry" sobriquet fits the foundation world, and despite the

strangeness of the regulated industry metaphor to members of the nonprofit bar, it is fit-

ting that we examine the present legal treatment in regulated industry terms.  The "regu-

lated industry" term is used variably in the literature – sometimes to apply to rate-

regulated industries (e.g., public utilities or railroads or natural gas production), some-

times to apply to industries where entry and/or exit are controlled (e.g., broadcasting or

airlines), sometimes to apply to industries whose goods or services are inspected

and monitored in order to protect the public from health or financial hazards (e.g., phar-

maceuticals, banking).  What is true of all these "regulated industry" usages, whether they

refer to federal or state regulation, is that they deal with instances in which a number of

actors have enough common characteristics to be subjected to a common regulatory re-

gime – clearly the case for the country's 45,000 foundations – and where that regime im-

poses a relatively intensive and/or extensive set of controls on the regulated actors.  Con-

sider then, in terms of intensivity or extensivity, the following controls imposed on foun-

dations by the federal government: 
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A.  A Highly Detailed Regulatory Corpus

The private foundation code, enacted by Congress largely in 1969, implemented by

copious regulations, embraces not only the prohibitions set forth in sections 4941-4945

but also the section 4940 tax on investment income, the section 170(b)(1)(B) and section

170(e)(1)(B)(ii) restrictions on deductibility of gifts to foundations, the exemption appli-

cation requirements of section 508(e), the termination tax of section 507(c) and the re-

porting and other disclosure provisions of sections 6033(c) and 6104(d).1   This thicket of

rules is comparable to other regulatory regimes in its comprehensiveness.  It controls cen-

tral aspects of entry and exit and of the financial, managerial and even programmatic ac-

tivities of foundations, as described below.  

Entry And Exit Controls

With respect to entry, while nonprofits over a certain size that wish recognition of

tax-exempt status (except churches) must comply with the requirement of filing a Form

1023, the entry hurdle is a little higher for foundations: they must file regardless of size.

Another aspect of entry control is also in place: the federal requirement that each founda-

tion's state certificate of incorporation contain certain prohibitions (tracking code sections

                        
1 All references in this paper that simply set forth a section number (e.g., Sec. 170) refer to sections of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.

All of the provisions just cited in the text apply to "nonoperating foundations" (roughly speaking,
grant-making foundations).  "Operating foundations" (roughly speaking, foundations that mainly operate
their own programs rather than make grants (section 4942(j)(3)) are exempt from the deductibility restric-
tions (sections 170(b)(1)(A)(vii), (E)(i); section 170(e)(1)(B)(ii)) and the Sec. 4942 payout rules (section
4942(a)(1)).  Since nonoperating foundations are vastly more numerous – and represent a vastly higher level
of assets and expenditures – than operating foundations (The Foundation Center, Foundation Giving
(1999), p.2, Table 1), references in this paper to "foundations" or "private foundations" will be to "nonoper-
ating foundations," unless otherwise indicated.
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4941-4945); this is not a difficult legal step – indeed, legislation in many states automati-

cally inserts the mandated prohibitions into all certificates filed in those states – but it does

reflect federal gatekeeping.  

With respect to exit, the fearsome termination tax penalties of section 507(c) make

it impossible for a foundation to pass away quietly in the night when its work is done.

One can understand the evasive techniques section 507(c) seeks to combat; the fact re-

mains that it represents an outgoing barrier more formidable than the entrance gate.

Financial Controls

Output controls: The mandatory payout rules of section 4942 set a floor on foun-

dation grants.  That floor is further elevated by the way the section 4940 investment in-

come tax works.  As Eugene Steuerle states, "The excise tax on income is increased [from

1 percent to 2 percent] if payout in any one year falls below the average for previous

years.  Therefore, extra giving in one year merely raises the base on which the adequacy of

future payouts will be assessed."2

Price controls: Here the controls are not imposed on prices charged by foundations

(what would they be?), but on those paid by the suppliers of resources to foundations –

i.e., the after-tax price paid by donors as the cost of contributing to foundations.  Until

recently, the after-tax price of a gift of appreciated property to a foundation (except a

pass-through gift) greatly exceeded the price of giving the same property to a public char-

ity; only basis could be deducted in the former case, compared to market value in the lat
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ter.  Even now, that price disparity applies to a significant class of contributions: gifts of

appreciated property that is not "qualified appreciated stock," a term referring to publicly-

traded stock that is a capital asset in the donor's hands and does not represent more than

ten percent of the issuer's equity (sections 170(e)(1)(B)(2), 170(e)(5)).3  Moreover, contri-

butions of any kind to a foundation are limited to a lower percentage of the donor's ad-

justed gross income than gifts to other charities (section 170(b)(1)(B)).

Investment controls: The investment practices and policies of foundations are

shaped in important ways by (a) the general "jeopardizing investment" provisions of sec-

tion 4944, which do not necessarily duplicate the investment standards of the state courts

of equity in a foundation's home jurisdiction, and (b) the more particularized "excess busi-

ness holdings" prohibitions of section 4943 (discussed later in Part II).

Transactional controls: Section 4941's self-dealing rules regulate the transactional

activity between a foundation and its managers or related entities, as well as transactions

between a foundation and certain government officials.

Programmatic And Other Grantmaking Controls

Controls on "political" activity: These rules (a) effectively prohibit grants to influ-

ence legislation (section 4945(e)), without the "insubstantiality" escape hatch or the safe-

                                                                              
2 Eugene Steuerle, “Foundation Giving: Will it Follow the Bubble Economy?,” Tax Notes, June 21,
1999, pp 1797, 1798.

3 The original, 1969, basis limitation on gifts of appreciated property was modified, to remove that
limitation in the case of "qualified appreciated stock," a number of times – on each occasion with a sunset
clause – until, finally, the Tax and Trade Relief Extension Act of 1998 made the "qualified appreciated
stock" exception permanent, effective for gifts made after June 30, 1998.
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harbor election enjoyed by non-foundations (sections 501(c)(3), 501(h), 4911), and (b)

limit a foundation's ability to support voter registration (section 4945(f)), while not im-

posing most of these limits on public charities.

Controls on grants to individuals: Section 4945 requires pre-grant clearance from

the IRS of a foundation's criteria for travel or study grants to individuals.

Controls on grants to non-public charities: Foundations must comply with a special

set of "expenditure responsibility" procedures to accompany grants to most entities that

are not public charities (section 4945(h)).

In addition to this extensive set of controls, other hallmarks of industry regulation

obtain in the foundation field:

B.  A Specialized Regulatory Agency

While the IRS is not, of course, an agency that exclusively regulates foundations,

the personnel of the Exempt Organizations Branch, and the agents and examiners they

train, specialize in nonprofit matters; moreover, processing foundation applications and

audits occupies a disproportionate amount of the time of this cadre of personnel (in part

because the section 4940 tax is justified as an auditing fee for foundations).

C.  Enforcement Measures

1. Penalty Taxes.  The excise taxes imposed by sections 4941-4945 on foundations

and their managers operate for all the world like the fines imposed by regulatory agencies
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in other fields.  The enactment of these penalty taxes/fines (for that is what they are) has

spread to the world of public charities, where penalty taxes/fines are now in place for (a)

violations of the lobbying ceilings that become operative if a charity files a section 501(h)

election (section 4911); (b) engaging in certain forms of electoral activity (section 4955);

(c) falling afoul of the recent "intermediate sanctions" legislation (section 4958).  Reliance

on penalty taxes/fines is, however, much more widespread in the regulation of founda-

tions.

2. Triggering of State-Level Sanctions.   As noted, section 508(e) requires that

every foundation certificate include the prohibitions of sections 4941-4945, thus enabling

the attorneys general and courts of every state to use state law sanctions to police this ar-

ray of restrictions.

D.  Detailed Reporting Requirements

Foundations are required to provide a higher level of reporting than other charities

(compare Form 990 [public charities] with Form 990-PF [foundations]), and small foun-

dations are not exempt from an annual reporting requirement, as are small public charities

(section 6033(a)(2)).

E.  Differentiated Treatment Targeted to Industry Subsets

Just as the airline subsectors are subjected to different levels and forms of regula-

tion, so the foundation world has been disaggregated: operating foundations (defined in

section 4942(j)(3)) are exempted from some of the provisions regulating non-operating
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foundations; a newer (1984) breed, "exempt operating foundations" (defined in section

4940(d)(2)), is exempt from some other provisions; and certain split-interest trusts (per

section 4947) are subject, in some cases, to all of the private foundation provisions, in

other cases to only some of them.

What all of these provisions construct is what Justice Stephen Breyer has called the

“large...governmental presence" that accompanies industry regulation.4  Moreover, even

the avenues of escape from regulation resemble the exit patterns found in all or most other

regulated industries. The legislative history and post-enactment history of the 1969 Tax

Reform Act reveal three revered avenues of partial or total exit.

F.  Avenues of Escape

1. Exemptions.   Congress over the years, in "bullet" provisions and otherwise, has

provided special relief to many foundations from a variety of provisions (e.g., the excess

business holdings provision in the case of one foundation that owns a celebrated resort

hotel) – form of ad hoc deregulation that may well be justified in individual cases but does

not receive the public scrutiny it ought to have.

2. Avoidance or Evasion.  I have used standard tax terminology to refer, respec-

tively, to lawful and unlawful escape methods: 

Avoidance: The use of section 509(a)(3) supporting organizations, community

foundations, and donor-advised funds located within public charities, in order to preserve

                        
4 Stephen Breyer, Regulation and Its Reform (1982), p. 156.
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important measures of donor influence while avoiding private foundation treatment.5  In

all three of these categories, organizations have marketed these advantages with varying

degrees of bluntness.  

Evasion: Unlawful tactics to defeat regulation.  I was shocked a few years ago, after

all the effort that went into the 1969 compromise that saved voter registration activity for

foundations (section 4945(f)), to hear program officers of foundations in a certain large

city boast about how they had gotten around the voter registration rules by giving techni-

cally non-earmarked grants to a local church for the clear purpose of getting out the vote

for a favored local candidate.  (I protested both on grounds of law obedience and pru-

dence; they were asking for all kinds of trouble.  It was not clear to me that they were lis-

tening.  I have not seen much of this behavior; I hope it is rare.)

3. Incremental Deregulation

Congressional level: In the years following 1969, Congress reduced (subject to

conditions referred to above) the tax on investment income; cut back on payout require-

ments by eliminating the net investment income test; improved the deductibility of prop-

erty gifts to foundations (but not in the crucial case of closely held stock); provided longer

redemption periods under the excess business holding rules (but not enough to remove the

                        
5 These mechanisms are discussed by Victoria Bjorklund in “Charitable Giving to a Private Founda-
tion and the Alternatives, the Supporting Organization and the Donor-Advised Fund,” in N.Y.U. School of
Law, Center on Philanthropy and the Law, Conference on Private Foundations Reconsidered (1999), which
appears elsewhere in this issue.  Robert Ferguson’s paper at the same conference, “Avoiding Private Founda-
tion Status: Escape Routes Based on Operations and Income,” also in this issue, discusses other “escape
routes” that use the foundation definitional rules to arrive in public-charity-land or at least in the demi-
monde of operating-foundation-land.
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disincentives referred to in Part III); and relaxed, quite modestly, the self-dealing provi-

sions.6

Administrative level: The Treasury and the Service have engaged in what I think is,

for the most part, a sophisticated and enlightened approach to the issuance of regulations

under the 1969 Act.  Treasury implementation of the anti-lobbying and jeopardizing in-

vestment rules (sections 4945(e), 4944), for example, has provided a mild form of inter-

pretive deregulation in these two areas (although the section 4944 regulations are marred

by an internal contradiction7).  Moreover, the Service has generally been thoughtful and

sensitive to the needs of the foundation community in its rulings.

This review of the classic earmarks of industry regulation (and escape from regula-

tion) that are encountered in the foundation field compels us to look upon the world of

private foundations as a regulated industry.8

But why should any of this matter? "Who cares," to use the Gershwin refrain, if pri-

vate foundations are a regulated industry?  The answer is that those who form and those

                        
6 These and other modifications for the period 1969-1984 are described in John D. Edie, “Congress
and Foundations: Historical Summary,” in Teresa Odendahl, ed., America's Wealthy and the Future of Foun-
dations (1987). Pp. 43-64.

7 Compare regs. sec. 53.4944-1(a)(2), third sentence (every investment to be appraised "taking into
account the foundation's portfolio as a whole") with regs. sec. 53.49449(1)(b), Example (1) (appearing to
ignore the "portfolio as a whole" approach).

8 In one respect, American foundations are more heavily regulated than their counterparts in other
countries, where the legal treatment is much less dense and detailed (partly a consequence of the fact that
these foreign charities receive far less favorable tax treatment).  For reviews of foreign legal systems, see
Lester Salamon, The International Guide to Nonprofit Law (1997) and Thomas Silk, ed., Philanthropy and
Law in Asia (1999).  In another respect, however, the foreign counterparts to American foundations – in-
deed, most other foreign charities – are more heavily regulated than U.S. entities because of the requirement
of advance registration.  Thus, "each country [in the Asia Pacific Region] uses some form of permission sys-
tem..., requiring NPOs to overcome obstacles and restrictions before government approval is granted."  Silk,
supra, p. 20; see also Salamon, supra, p. 17.
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who appraise public policy should care, because of the general implications of regulated

industry status and because of the special implications of regulated industry status for the

world of foundations.

Turning first to the general implications, a regulated industry is the object of an

extraordinary assertion of governmental power.  One does not have to be a conservative

or libertarian foe of Big Government to view with caution the imposition of comprehen-

sive and intensive state control over any segment of the social order.  One does not have

to carry the Tenth Amendment in one's breast pocket to believe that a significant burden

of justification must be met in support of such an exercise of sovereignty by a government

of limited powers.  And as a corollary of this guarded approach, it follows that regulated

industry status should be subject to reexamination (what the late Kingman Brewster, a

former naval person, used to call a periodic "decommissioning review") from time to time.

That process has, in fact, been followed in several industries (although without periodic-

ity), resulting in extensive deregulation in the airline and  telecommunications sectors,

among others.

Private foundations, moreover, present a special case for caution when it comes to

industry regulation – a case that invokes the uneasiness that many otherwise enthusiastic

regulators feel when the subject is broadcast and cable television. In one way or another,

most foundations engage in the traffic of ideas: they explore – at retail or wholesale, lo-

cally or nationally – new ideas in science, education, social services, religion, the arts, or

they seek to restore and preserve old beliefs and values.  It has been argued, plausibly in

my view, that the entire nonprofit sector – or at least the 501(c)(3) segment of it – engages

in such traffic, invoking First Amendment (or First Amendment-like) arguments in support
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of freedom of action for charitable organizations.9  These arguments apply with special

force to the foundation sub-segment of the nonprofit sector, where the absence of con-

stituent governance permits the flexibility and leeway that cause foundation resources to

be dubbed as the "risk capital" of philanthropy.  "In these ways," the 1965 Treasury De-

partment Report on Private Foundations stated, "foundations have enriched and strength-

ened the pluralism of our social order."10

In some respects, as noted in Part III, the regulation of the foundation industry im-

pinges directly on grantmaking autonomy.  The sanctions on lobbying, referred to above,

provide a salient example; indeed, they suggest substantial First Amendment infirmities.11

The voter registration and individual grant restrictions also affect grantmaking freedom,

although with less immediate First Amendment implications.

Even were there no specific grantmaking controls, however, there would be cause

for special concern about regulated industry status for foundations.  Broad spectrum gov-

ernment regulation of organizations that deal in ideas may inhibit innovation and experi-

mentation because of "slippery slope" fears, whether well-founded or not.  Following the

passage of the 1969 Tax Reform Act, one heard, in foundation conclaves, a good deal of

"don't rock the boat" counseling.  

                        
9 See Alan Pifer, “The Jeopardy of Private Institutions (1970) and Foundations and Public Policy For-
mation (1974) (Annual Reports of the Carnegie Corporation of New York).

10 Treasury Department Report on Private Foundations, Committee on Finance, United States Senate,
Feb. 2, 1965, p. 12.

11 Thomas A. Troyer, Charities, Law-Making and the Constitution: The Validity of the Restrictions on
Influencing Legislation, 31 N.Y.U. Inst. on Fed. Taxation 1415 (1973) (discussed further in Part II). 
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Consequently, there are both a general case and a special case for reexamining the

regulated industry condition of private foundations.  When to launch such a reappraisal?

Y2K is not a useful trigger; the approaching millennium is already too heavily booked with

other forms of orotund soul-searching.  But a convenient anniversary, one that speaks

modestly of decennia rather than millennia, is at hand: the National Center of Philan-

thropy and the Law Conference on Private Foundations Reconsidered took place in the

month marking the 30th birthday of the 1969 Tax Reform Act.  In that anniversary spirit,

this paper seeks to start the review process by putting on the table some of the issues that a

full-scale reappraisal must confront.  In so doing, I mean to raise dilemmas that should be

considered as part of the reexamination, not to resolve them.  In order to pose these issues

with some degree of sharpness (and a minimum of boredom), what may seem to be a

prosecutorial edge will sometimes intrude.  At times it will seem that prejudgments have

been made.  The truth is that I have not come to rest on these issues. A further truth is that

I do not have the slightest scintilla of a doubt that 

[t]he for-profit and not-for-profit sectors...need governmental regulation

and enforcement at some level, simply to assure everyone's maximum freedom to

compete and cooperate in achieving their view of the public good to the fullest de-

gree, protected from the actions of those who know no public good but their own

aggrandizement.12

                        
12 Joel L. Fleishman, “Not-for-Profit Organizations and the Need for Regulatory Reform”, in Charles
T. Clotfelter and Thomas Ehrlich, eds., Philanthropy and the Nonprofit Sector in a Changing America
(1999), pp. 172, 177 (suggesting that the nonprofit sector's freedom and voluntariness are advanced "when
government exercises its power with a light hand...").
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Moreover, I do not believe that the current regulatory regime is malevolent or to-

talitarian, a point that will reappear.  Nor does it appear that failure to deregulate, or even

failure to conduct a full-scale reappraisal, will cause "Gibraltar [to] tumble" (Gershwin

again) – although, as I suggest later, what is at stake is far from trivial.

One response to this call for reexamination has been the old refrain: "If it ain't

broke, don't fix it."  That nostrum is only applicable once one has determined that nothing

is broke (and, in this field, there are various possible definitions of brokenness).  To those

who think that there is not even a prima facie showing of breakage, I can only ask fore-

bearance – and further reading – before making this preemptive judgment.

There are some who believe that, in any case, legislative tinkering should be ap-

proached with great caution: In the interest of stability, or to honor reliance by affected

parties, a presumption of rightness should attach to existing laws; the ex ante examination

should be tougher than the ex post. A related concern is that re-doing a piece of legisla-

tion, even in the search for simplification, is bound to make for complexity and confusion

(which perhaps explains the old Tax Bar refrain: "the only good tax is an old tax"). 

Even accepting the argument for amber lights, the case at least for reexamination

seems sound and reasonably strong.  And in parsing the issues that deserve such reexami-

nation, we find that they fall into two, inevitably overlapping categories, referred to here,

in shorthand, as principle and practice.  "Principle" refers to the explanation of and justifi-

cation for the present regulatory scheme.  "Practice" refers to the outcomes of that scheme

– the impacts on the foundation world and, in turn, the larger society.
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II. APPRAISING FOUNDATION REGULATION – IN PRINCIPLE

Reexamination of the present regulatory scheme "in principle" embraces two ques-

tions: What is the overall rationale for conferring regulated industry status on private

foundations?  How do the specific components of the present regulatory scheme comport

with the norms that should characterize the regulatory process?  

A. The Overall Rationale

The difficulty with examining the rationale for the regulation of the foundation in-

dustry is that none is available.  It does not appear that the Congress or its tax-writing

committees or the investigating committees (Cox in 1952-1953, Reece in 1953-1954 and

Patman in the early 1960s13) or the Treasury Department (in its 1965 report) thought in

regulated industry terms.  Instead, the present scheme appears to represent a "just growed"

accumulation: a congeries of specific remedies for specific grievances.

These grievances, from very different quarters and of very different types,

amounted to a state of siege against the foundations in the 1950s and 1960s.  The attacks

throughout the 1960s came from all sides.  They came from the right, echoing the Reece

committee's 1954 indictment of the foundations as seed-beds of "moral relativity," "collec-

tivism," and other isms, including "empiricism."14  And attacks came from the populist left

– from Congressman Wright Patman of Texas, accusing the big foundations of elitist

                        
13 These reports are briefly summarized in Edie, “Congress and Foundations”, supra note 6.

14 Id. at 48-49.
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grantmaking and a cartel-like grab for power over the American economy,15 and from the

elder Senator Albert Gore of Tennessee, who likened the power of "unaccountable" foun-

dations to that of the 16th century English churches.16

The siege came also from teacher organizations, angry at the Ford Foundation's

school decentralization efforts, and from members of Congress offended by certain epi-

sodes: the use of foundation money by Frederick Richmond to try to unseat the powerful

Congressman John Rooney, as well as the Ford Foundation grants that gave unusual reha-

bilitative help to the aides of the murdered Robert Kennedy.17  Other attacks had origins

in racial conflict: an unreconstructed George Wallace complaining about those "pointy-

headed" foundation people in New York "looking down on" the people of the South, and

apparently some Southerners upset about foundation voter registration activity.18   Even

academics were offended: Jacques Barzun complained that foundations "weakened the in-

tellectual and perhaps the moral fiber of men and institutions."19

Sharply distinguished from all these political and ideological foes, the Treasury De-

partment issued a 1965 report that paid tribute to the social value of foundations but

voiced a series of concerns about fiscal and fiduciary abuses – self-dealing, insufficient

                        
15 Ibid. and John G. Simon, The Patman Report and the Treasury Proposals, Proceedings, 7th Biennial
Conference on Charitable Foundations 141 (1965).

16 John G. Simon, The Regulation of American Foundations: Looking Backward at the Tax Reform Act
of 1969, 6:3 Voluntas 243, 244 (1995).

17 Ibid.; Waldemar A. Nielsen, The Big Foundations (1977), pp. 7-17, quoted in James J. Fishman and
Stephen Schwartz, Nonprofit Organizations: Cases and Materials (1995), pp. 592-599.

18 Simon, The Regulation of American Foundations, supra note 16, p. 244.

19 Jacques Barzun, The House of Intellect (1961), p. 191.
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yield and payout, shoddy or corrupt investment practices, ownership of controlling corpo-

rate interests – as well as objections to donor control of foundations.20   The Treasury pre-

sented no data indicating that the fiscal-fiduciary abuses infected more than a small per-

centage of foundations, but it gave colorful and dramatic examples to buttress its case.  On

the other hand, as Thomas Troyer has noted, 

Unlike the law that emerged from Congress in 1969, Treasury's recommen-

dations included no tax on foundation income, would have set the payout percent-

age at 3 to 3.5 percent [as compared to 6 percent as enacted, and 5 percent now],

proposed no intrusion into foundations' programmatic affairs, and suggested no

differentiation between private foundations and public charities in the charitable

deduction allowed for gifts of long-term capital gain property.21

Reaching beyond the Treasury's 1965 recommendations (but not dealing with the

donor control proposal), Congress responded legislatively to most of the grievances men-

tioned above.  Each one led to a provision in the Tax Reform Act – one of the specific

prohibitions set forth in the sub-code of penalizable activity (sections 4941-4945) – or to

the reporting requirements (sections 6033(c), 6014(d)).  It was not clear what grievance

explained the new provision denying market-value deductibility to appreciated-property

gifts (section 170(e)(1)(B)(ii)), for, as noted, the Treasury had not recommended it and

                        
20 Treasury Department Report, supra note 10.

21 Thomas A. Troyer, “The Cataclysm of '69,” Foundation News and Commentary, March/April 1999,
pp. 40, 41.  Mr. Troyer’s conference paper, “The 1969 Private Foundation Law: Historical Perspective on
Its Origins and Underpinnings,” N.Y.U. School of Law, National Center on Philanthropy and the Law, Con-
ference on Private Foundations Reconsidered: Policies and Alternatives, Old and New (1999) – which also
appears in this issue – provides a candid and instructive historical account of the 1969 legislation, inviting
attention to “distrust” of foundations as a central problem.
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none of the committee reports bothered to explain it.  A careful study by Eugene Steuerle

and Martin Sullivan of this provision – and of the rule imposing a lower percentage-of-

income limit on gifts to foundations than on gifts to public charities (section 170(b)(1)(B))

– found no plausible rationale for either of them, as a matter of either abuse-correction or

obedience to other concerns about foundations.22

If, without Congress's help, we tried to arrive at a rationale for regulated industry

status, what would it be?  As noted at the outset, foundations do not exhibit the conven-

tional attributes that beget industry regulation, such as monopoly or consumer safety fac-

tors.  Could there be other rationales for such regulation, broader than the specific com-

plaints listed earlier – i.e., a more general angst about foundations in general?  In other

words, if there was a more general subtext for what Congress did in 1969, justifying a

broad assertion of regulatory power, what was it?  Based on hints (they are not more than

that) from pre- or post-1969 congressional reports and from the 1965 Treasury Report,

there appear to be five candidates for such a subtext:

1. Quantitative concerns.  Here the lament is that a dollar given to a foun-

dation produces a direct charitable benefit that is too little and too late compared

to a dollar given to a public charity.

                        
22 Eugene Steuerle and Martin A. Sullivan, “Toward More Simple and Effective Giving: Reforming the
Tax Rules for Charitable Contributions and Charitable Organizations,” 13 The Exemption Organization Tax
Review, May 1996, p. 769, 775-779.
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Too little: The yields from foundation endowments – or at least the payout

from those yields – were said to be inferior to those of other charitable endow-

ments.

Too late: As the Joint Committee on Taxation stated in 1984 (not at the

time of the 1969 Act), "Because as a general rule public charities and operating

foundations directly carry out charitable functions and programs, expend charitable

donations more promptly..., the Congress concluded that a tax preference for con-

tributions to public charities and operating foundations continues to be appropri-

ate."23  (Hence, the percentage-of-income limits should continue to favor public

charities.)

2. Qualitative concerns.  Here we encounter the charge that foundations

have dealt with peripheral problems, with matters of concern only to intellectual

elites – i.e., that the foundations tended to the "the leisure of the theory class."

(Patman, in the early 1960s, was especially scornful of grants made by the Bollin-

gen Foundation for "using tax-free dollars to finance...exotic" research into the

"origin and significance of medieval tombstones in Bosnia and Herzegovina," rather

than "Pittsburgh poverty.")

3. Accountability concerns.  A lack of "accountability" to the citizenry was

the lament of several critics, including, as noted earlier, the late Senator Gore Sr.;

the word "majoritarian" might fit this subtext somewhat better.  The 1984 Joint

Committee report quoted above, in the place where there is an elision, added, as a

                        
23 Quoted in id., p. 775.
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reason for a more favorable percentage-of-income cap on gifts to public charities,

the fact that public charities have "public involvement, support and supervision."

This concern was mentioned also in the 1969 committee reports to the same pur-

pose, although not relied upon or even emphasized as a basis for the overall regu-

latory scheme.24  A related "accountability" point was made by the committees when

"explaining the rationale behind the new category of organization described in sec-

tion 509(a)(2)"; the committee reports state that the requirements that such an or-

ganization receive at least 1/3 of its support from public contributions and gross re-

ceipts and not more than 1/3 of such support from gross investment income were

"...designed to insure that the organization is responsive to the needs of the pub-

lic."25

4. Dynastic concerns.  From time to time, congressional or academic critics

of foundations have focused on the fact that the foundation controlled by a donor

and his or her family can serve as the vehicle for the dynastic control over wealth –

a form of control, it is argued, inconsistent with egalitarian norms of the federal tax

system.  This issue was addressed (with legislative proposals) in the 1965 Treasury

Report, although the Treasury did not pursue the issue or the proposals in its 1969

recommendations to Congress, and the 1969 committee reports do not mention it.

(An important subset of the dynasty issue – but not a problem broad enough to

serve as a subtext for general regulation of foundations – involves the use of foun

                        
24 H.R. Rep. No. 91-413, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969); S. Rep. No. 91-552, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969).

25 Ferguson, “Avoiding Private Foundation Status,” supra note 5, p. 32.
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dations to assist perpetuation of dynastic corporate control, referred to in Part II,

below.) 

5. Wealth concerns.  This is the most elusive of the five possible subtexts,

but it is difficult to ignore the probability that foundations, more than other Ameri-

can institutions, are identified as pockets of great personal wealth.  Here riches lie,

and what may be worse, here they are gratuitously dispensed.  This wealth, moreo-

ver, is not buffered by conventional constituencies – no voters or customers, no

alumni, students, parishioners, patients.  The absence of such a constituency makes

the foundations unique among American institutions for their freedom of action

but, at the same time, especially susceptible to attack.  Even the donees are difficult

to mobilize in support of their patrons; dependency generates attitudes much more

complicated than simple gratitude.   (The late Robert Maynard Hutchins, while he

was at the Ford Foundation, was once heard to lament, "Why do they hate us? We

didn't even give them a grant!")

It would be difficult to justify positive federal regulation of foundations – prohibi-

tory legislation backed up with injunctive relief or criminal sanctions – on the basis of the

alternative subtexts just outlined.  It would require a strenuous application of the Com-

merce Clause or the General Welfare Clause – more strenuous than present day jurispru-

dence seems to permit – to justify such positive legislation based on these laments.

Two other alternate rationales for positive legislation of foundations have been ad-

vanced.  In unpublished N.Y.U. conference discussions, it was said that federal legislative

jurisdiction followed from the fact of the deductions afforded to those who create foun
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dations (or at least those who did so following the passage of the 16th Amendment); posi-

tive legislation was needed to make sure that charitable purposes and activities that justi-

fied a deduction were pursued by the recipient organization in post-deduction years.  One

difficulty with this proposition is that it opens the door to legislative control in many areas

of our national life to which tax deductions attach: medical treatment, purchase and

maintenance of primary residences, income-generating expenses of various kinds, divorce

arrangements, not to speak of the world of business deductions – and, of course, the

regulation of all non-foundation charitable activity funded by deductible gifts.   In each of

these cases, the fact of a deductible expenditure by a single taxpayer in year one would

justify permanent regulation of the object of that expenditure.

A closely-related rationale was advanced by the Treasury in its 1965 Report, when

it stated, "Since the federal tax laws have played a significant part in the growth of foun-

dations, an unavoidable responsibility rests on the federal government to do what it rea-

sonably can to insure that these organizations operate in a manner conducive to the ful-

fillment of their purposes."26  This jurisdictional theory would have strange consequences.

"Would this notion of parental responsibility," I asked in 1965, "lead, for example, to fed-

eral regulation of the administration of Cornell University or other land-grant colleges

initially spawned by federal subvention?"27  It may be assumed that this rationale is not

presently in play; as far as I know, it has not been heard from since 1965.  Were this ar-

gument to be deployed again, it would lead us into a dense tax-theory thicket.  The Treas

                        
26 Treasury Department Report, supra note 10, p. 14.

27 Simon, The Patman Report, supra note 15, p. 171, n66.
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ury's 1965 proposition appears to assume the existence of federal subsidy through the tax

system.  The assumption that exemption and deductibility represent a "subsidy," while un-

hesitatingly assumed by Chief Justice Rehnquist in the Taxation Without Representation

case,28 has been seriously challenged – with respect to exemption,29 with respect to income

tax deductibility,30 with respect to estate tax deductibility,31 and with respect to state prop-

erty tax exemption.32  These challenges are all based on the notion that these forms of

charitable exemption and deductibility reflect accurate and internally consistent defini-

tions of the tax base, rather than government largesse.  Without pausing here to summa-

rize the subsidy vs. tax-base-defining arguments,33 I note that this issue haunts any effort to

justify a regulatory regime on the ground that it is a concomitant of government subsidy.

The legislative treatment of private foundations sidesteps these issues of federal

legislative power the old-fashioned way: through taxation.  The way this industry is regu-

lated is not through the use of administrative or judicial injunctive power or criminal

                        
28 Regan v. Taxation Without Representation of Washington, 461 U.S. 540 (1983).

29 Boris I. Bittker and George J. Rahdert, The Exemption of Nonprofit Organizations from Federal In-
come Taxation, 85 Yale L.J. 299 (1976).

30 William D. Andrews, Personal Deductions in an Ideal Income Tax, 86 Harvard L.R. 309 (1972);
Boris I. Bittker, Charitable Contributions: Tax Deductions or Matching Grants?, 28 Tax L.R. 37 (1972).

31 John G. Simon, Charity and Dynasty Under the Federal Tax System, 5 Probate Lawyer 22-23
(1978).

32 Parsing Poverty Tax Policy, Yale University Program on Non-profit Organizations, Research Re-
ports, No. 2 (1982), pp. 5-7 (summarizing study by Thomas Heller); Peter Swords, Charitable Real Property
Tax Exemptions in New York State – Menace or Measure of Social Progress? (1981), pp. 200-226.

33 The various non-subsidy or "tax-base-defining" rationales for exemption and deductibility are sum-
marized and discussed in John G. Simon, “The Tax Treatment of Nonprofit Organizations: A Review of
Federal and State Policies,” in Walter W. Powell, ed., The Nonprofit Sector: A Research Handbook (1987),
pp. 67, 73-76.
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sanctions – the typical apparatus of "positive" regulatory law – but largely through a bat-

tery of what are called "excise taxes."  The taxing power is the last refuge of a legislature

unsure of its jurisdiction.  Indeed, the resort to the taxing power repels all jurisdictional

assaults, as Justice Frankfurter bitterly complained when dissenting from the Supreme

Court's decision in the Kahriger gambling tax case,34 a decision holding, in effect, that

taxation trumps federalist cavils.  Justice Frankfurer wrote:

[W]hen oblique use is made of the taxing power as to matters which sub-

stantively are not within the powers delegated to Congress, the Court cannot shut

its eyes to what is obviously, because designedly, an attempt to control conduct

which the Constitution left to the responsibility of the States, merely because Con-

gress wrapped the legislation in the verbal cellophane of a revenue measure.35

To those, like Frankfurter, who question the alchemy of the taxing power, con-

verting a striking exercise of federal muscle into a banal revenue measure, the judicial re-

sponse mimics the James Thurber character who described his answer to an inquisitive

child: "'Shut up,' I explained."

Putting aside these perhaps antiquated concerns about legislative power, the five

"subtext" candidates mentioned above – five alternative rationales for regulated industry

treatment – suffer from two other deficiencies.  First, none of these rationales was offered

as an overall explanation for the broad-scale regulatory regime that was enacted.  Second,

                        
34 United States v. Kahriger, 345 U.S. 22 (1953).

35 Id. At 38.
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each of these subtext propositions is sufficiently rebuttable (if not refutable) to be prob-

lematic.  Thus:

1.  The quantitative concern of "too little" was not supported empirically,

for foundations as a whole, by the available data even in 1969,36  before the payout

rule took hold.  And the "too late" concern tended to overlook the fact that many

gifts to public charities – especially major gifts comparable to those going to foun-

dations – become part of the endowment funds of the university, church, museum,

or other recipient institution (either because the donor so directs or because of in-

stitutional policy);37 a dollar of endowment income given away by a foundation can

produce a direct public benefit just about as soon as a dollar of endowment income

spent by a public charity.38  Robert Ferguson states, "There's no particularly ap-

pealing reason to think that an organization that obtains its funding from broad

public sources will, for that reason alone, expend its funds for programs of direct

public benefit any more than quickly than a charity that obtains its funding from a

small number of private donors."39

                        
36 John G. Simon, “Effect of H.R. 13270 on Establishing New Foundations” [statement prepared for
Senate Finance Committee, Sept. 8, 1969], The Foundation Center, Foundations and the Tax Bill 190, 195
(1969).

37 Eugene Steuerle, Pay-out Requirements for Foundations, Research Papers Sponsored by the Com-
mission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs [Filer Commission] (1977), pp. 1663, 1676-1677.

38 Robert Ferguson notes that “[m]useums and public libraries engaged in capital fund drives are un-
likely to expend any of the contributions they are able to raise; nor is there reason to believe that the addi-
tional investment income earned by their enhanced endowments is more likely to be applied to charitable
expenditures than to reduce future years’ fund-raising goals.”  Ferguson, “Avoiding Private Foundation
Status,” supra note 5, p.46.

39 Ibid.
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2. The "qualitative" concern is surely too soft and subjective to be a basis for

regulated industry status.  Every example of a Bosnia- Herzegovina tombstones

study grant can be countered by a grant that produced miracle rice or cured polio.

The inquiry is not productive.

3. The "accountability" concern must come to terms with the "hard fact that

[the goal of unorthodox or idiosyncratic experimentation and innovation] is usually

irreconcilable with ongoing constituent control."40  "In other words, if private

foundations, as the Treasury wrote in 1965, have 'enriched...the pluralism of our

social order,' it is precisely because the foundations are private, freed from con-

stituent controls that would provide 'accountability.'"41  Moreover, that part of the

"accountability" complaint that seeks to insure that a charity is "responsive to the

needs of the public"42 has a logical flaw; as Robert Ferguson states, "To maintain

that a broad contribution base will result in the organization's being responsive to

the needs of its charitable constituents is a non sequitur."43

4. The "dynastic" concern is one that needs more unpacking than it can re-

ceive here.  In an essay on this topic in 1978,44 I argued that the foundation-dynasty

                        
40 John G. Simon, “Foundations and Controversy: An Affirmative View,” in Fritz F. Heimann, ed.,
The Future of Foundations 58, 82 (1973).

41 Id., p.83.

42 See text at note 25, supra.

43 Ferguson, “Avoiding Foundation Status,” supra note 5, p. 47.

44 Simon, “Charity and Dynasty Under the Federal Tax System,” supra note 31.
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phenomenon was a subset of the larger dynastic effect that attached generally to the 

charitable contribution deduction under the income and estate taxes.  The essay

concluded that, although the case was not an "easy" one, the charitable deduction

was defensible when judged either by principles of progressive taxation or by stan-

dards of legislative fairness and equity.

5. The "wealth" resentment may explain a good deal of congressional or

popular opposition to foundations.  But it surely cannot serve as a reasoned expla-

nation for regulation.

The fact that we have not uncovered a robust rationale for regulated industry status

of foundations does not mean that one cannot be formulated.  It does suggest that this task

– the search for a convincing theory of regulation – remains to be done as part of an over-

all reexamination.

B. Examining Major Components

We turn to a disaggregated approach to the "in principle" inquiry: looking at the

rationales for specific components of the regulatory apparatus.  How do these regulatory

components comply with certain norms that characterize, or should characterize, the

regulatory process?  In the interest of parsimony (see next paragraph), I take the liberty of

simply asserting these norms, rather than justifying each one in terms of legislative practice
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or democratic theory, with the hope that they will strike the reader as self-evident or at

least having the scent of common sense.45

Parsimony.  Do not regulate more heavily, do not cut more deeply, than is neces-

sary.  Parsimony is not to be confused with simplicity, which is unattainable in tax legisla-

tion.

Flexibility.  Allow some room for the regulators to deal with hard cases, to avoid

outcomes that do not serve the underlying purposes of the legislation.

Federalism.  Remember that outside Washington there are 50 American sovereign-

ties, all of which have a regulatory function – particularly in the field of fiduciary duty – as

to which courts of equity were dedicated long before there was an Internal Revenue Code.

(Federalist issues were implicated, a few pages earlier, in our general discussion of federal

legislative power.  Here, we refer to questions of federalism in a somewhat narrower

context: as they arise when considering the fiduciary-policing aspects of foundation regu-

lation.)

Evenhandedness.  Consider whether the regulation provides similar treatment for

similarly-situated persons or groups.  

Circumspection.  Literally, look about before acting.  That is to say, use peripheral

vision to consider the side-effects of regulation, the possible impact on other values and

traditions.

                        
45 Some of the analysis set forth in this section and in Part III of this paper, and some of the language
in which this analysis is expressed, also appear in an earlier article of mine, The Regulation of American
Foundations: Looking Backward at the Tax Reform Act of 1969, 6:3 Voluntas 243 (1995).  The material in
this paper, however, has been very extensively revised and expanded since the Voluntas article appeared.
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Let us take a preliminary sounding of the extent to which these norms are well re-

spected in the current regulatory pattern.  First, parsimony.  Parsimony appears to be

slighted in the attempt to deal with the problem of foundation-donor control of business

enterprises: the excess business holdings provision (section 4943).  Of the three congres-

sional objections to this phenomenon,46 the two that appeared to be plausible – inadequate

yield and unfair competition – could effectively be handled by other provisions of the

1969 Act itself and, in case further assurance was needed, by other approaches I suggested

in 1969 testimony before the House and Senate committees and expanded in a 1983 con-

gressional presentation.  That presentation, with apologies to already overburdened read-

ers and with acknowledgment that some passages are obsolete, is appended to this paper.

It is appended, in part, because it sets forth the pros and cons of the excess business hold-

ings controversy more fully than this essay permits, and, in part, because it provides an

example of a more parsimonious (but not necessarily simpler!) approach to the corporate

control phenomenon than the radical surgery mandated by the current regulatory regime;

depending on one's point of view, present law either effectively prohibits or robustly dis-

courages the acquisition of excess business holdings.47

                        
46 Discussed in the Appendix to this paper.

47 In questioning, as I have here and in the Appendix, the excess business holdings provision, I do not
mean to disparage the virtues of – indeed, the legal and fiscal necessity of – at least some significant degree
of portfolio diversification.  Although there may be something to the saying attributed to Andrew Carnegie,
that one should put all one's eggs in one basket – "and watch the basket" – it is not an adage that can inform
current practice.  See Evelyn Brody, The Limits of Charity Fiduciary Law, 56 Md. L. Rev. 1400, 1487-90
(1998).  In the Appendix (at note 6), however, I suggest that under special circumstances it may be possible
to accept nondiversification. 
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(The "birthrate" consequences of this prohibition or discouragement are discussed below in

Part III.)

Both parsimony and flexibility are given short shrift when it comes to the problem

of self-dealing.  Parsimony would call for less absolutist regulation than a total ban on

most forms of self-dealing, prohibiting certain sale or lease transactions no matter how fa-

vorable to the foundation.  Perhaps the pre-1969 courts, as the Treasury complained in

1965, were too lenient in administering the "arms length" standard generally followed

when implementing the "operated exclusively for [charitable] purposes" language of sec-

tion 501(c)(3).  Yet there are techniques – such as the use of presumptive rules – that

could toughen the judicial response.  At the same time, a less rigorously prophylactic law

would permit the IRS and the courts to use more flexibility in dealing with honorable

forms of self-dealing.  For there can be honor in self-dealing.  One hesitates to quarrel

with the Sermon on the Mount,48 but human experience tells us that a person can indeed

"serve two masters," especially when it is done in the presence of mandatory sunshine.

The argument for strict per se rules is based not only on principled opposition to

self-dealing, however, but also on two pragmatic assertions: First, that the IRS cannot ef-

fectively work with an "arms length" standard – a statement reiterated at the N.Y.U. con-

ference but without much supporting evidence.  Second, that foundation donors and man-

agers will constantly "push the envelope" if there are looser rules.  Of course, policing en-

velope-pushing is what regulators, state and federal, and the reviewing courts, are for.  But

that response, in turn, prompts the rebuttal, adverted to earlier and discussed further be

                        
48 Matthew 6:24.
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low, that the regulators – state and even federal49 and the courts as well – seriously under-

police.

This debate about the efficacy and fairness of prophylactic or per se rules is time

honored, with antecedents in the history of the common law-equity dichotomy: the choice

between inflexible but certain common law rules and the more plastic equity principles

that provide for accommodation to "local" circumstances.  This debate, as it arises in the

modern context of foundation regulation, cannot be resolved in these pages; it deserves to

be part of any reappraisal. 

Turning to the issue of federalism, it is evident that greater attention to this value

would also serve the causes of parsimony and flexibility.  State courts of equity and attor-

neys-general are more accustomed to dealing with the policing of fiduciaries than is the

federal tax system.  The state institutions have a wide range of remedial tools that are par-

simonious and flexible – surcharge, injunction, instructions, removal, denial of fees – as

compared to the tax code's reliance on penalty taxes and loss of exemption.  Many of the

targets of present day foundation regulation – self-dealing, business ownership, payout

levels, and investment prudence – involve fiduciary problems that are the meat and drink

of state regulators.

It must be acknowledged, once more, that lack of staff and other resources, lack of

zeal or even interest, and possibly a fear of offending the local lords of the purse, plus re

                                                                              

49 "It is a conclusion of this paper that both generic regulatory agencies [IRS and state charities offices]
are too weak, and, thus, a debate as to which ought to primarily be relied upon to assure nonprofit account-
ability is fatuous."  Peter Swords, “Form 990 as a Tool for Nonprofit Accountability,” N.Y.U. School of Law,
National Center on Philanthropy and the Law, Conference on Governance of Nonprofit Organizations:
Standards and Enforcement (1997), p. 10.
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strictive "standing" barriers,50 have created serious enforcement deficits.51  As far as state

enforcement is concerned, is that situation hopeless?  Joel Fleishman has recently recom-

mended, as one of two preferred regulatory strategies (the first being a "joint nongovern-

mental accountability-enforcing organization" established by nonprofit sector umbrella

groups), "a joint [nonprofit] sector governmental strategy" that would enlist the National

Association of Attorneys General and the National Association of Charities Officials "for a

national clearinghouse of information on abuses by tax-exempt organizations"; this clear-

inghouse would "investigate instances of such abuse...and work jointly with appropriate

state and federal authorities to activate legal proceedings...."52  Greater reliance on "cyber-

accountability" – through easier Internet access to, and understanding of, Forms 990 by

"sleaze-busting" members of the public – is another possible route to better state enforce-

ment, advanced by Peter Swords.53  Another state-oriented approach was one I recom-

mended during a public debate with Treasury officials in about 1966: that the federal gov-

ernment itself take steps to help state attorneys-generals do their job more efficiently,

                        
50 See Marion R. Fremont-Smith, “Enforceability and Sanctions,” and Rob Atkinson, “Unsettled
Standing: Who (Else) Should Enforce the Duties of Charitable Fiduciaries?”, both in N.Y.U. School of Law,
National Center on Philanthropy and the Law, Conference on Governance of Nonprofit Organizations:
Standards and Enforcement (1997).

51 Harvey Goldschmid goes so far as to say that “duty of care and duty of loyalty standards [are] al-
most wholly aspirational in the nonprofit sector.“  Harvey J. Goldschmid, “The Fiduciary Duties of Non-
profit Directors and Officers: Paradoxes, Problems, and Proposed Reforms,” N.Y.U. School of Law, Na-
tional Center on Philanthropy and the Law, Conference on Governance of Nonprofit Organizations: Stan-
dards and Enforcement (1997), p. 29.

52 Fleishman, “Not-for-Profit Organizations and the Need for Regulatory Reform,” supra note 12, at
187.  Mr. Fleishman recommends the creation of a new federal agency for policing and defending the not-
for-profit sector, but calls it "a strategy of last report, which should be pursued only after it has become clear
that, for whatever reason, the two prior strategies cannot be made to work."  Ibid. 

53 Swords, “Form 990 as a Tool for Nonprofit Accountability,” supra note 49 (1997).
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through improved information transmission and alerting mechanisms54 and possibly

through a form of revenue-sharing to deliver needed resources to state regulators – and,

thereafter, that the primary role be given to the states.  One Treasury person – only

slightly more dismissive than others who have recently taken (and who doubtless will take)

the same position – said, "Professor Simon can't be serious!"  I was serious, partly because I

believed that a decent respect for principles of federalism should make us wary of relying

on the national tax system to perform tasks that might, with help, be handled by state

authorities.

Even without such extra assistance, it should be observed that it was the state at-

torney-general's office in New York that uncovered one of the worst foundation fiduciary

scandals of modern times,55 and state regulators throughout the country who have taken

the lead in policing the fiduciary abuses arising out of health industry conversion transac-

tions.  Of course, geographical unevenness cannot be wholly extirpated.  But even within

the IRS there can be disparate handling of similar cases.  In any event, it would be difficult

to argue that there is a need for nationally uniform treatment of foundation fiduciaries

that is urgent enough to overcome federalism difficulties.56

                        
54 See Simon, The Patman Report, supra note 15, pp.166-167.

55 The discovery of a lawyer's removing $6-7 million from the Nate B. and Frances Spingold Founda-
tion (assets: $12 million) over a period of six years, including $1.62 million in legal fees for the first six
months of 1988.  The withdrawals were disguised as public television grants on the IRS Forms 990-PF, but
the New York Attorney General's office uncovered the truth – and sent the lawyer to jail.  N.Y. Times, July
7, 1992, p. B3.

56 Although my federalism scruples did not gain many evident adherents at the N.Y.U. conference,
there was some support for the notion of “turning back section 4944 to the states” – i.e., getting the IRS out
of the policing of investment behavior.
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The federal government's exercise of power in this fiduciary - fiscal area becomes

even more problematic when we look at the congressional remedy adopted in 1969: not

merely denial of exempt status but the imposition of several tiers of penalty-type excise

taxes on foundations and/or their managers, as well as self-dealers.  As already noted, this

represents an assertion of full-fledged regulatory power over America's foundations –

without a clear understanding of the rationale for federal jurisdiction.

While we have already noted that excise taxes are not ordinarily vulnerable to con-

stitutional attack, one aspect of the 1969 Act represents an extraordinary use of the excise

tax: to punish foundations for lobbying.  Here, the vice may not be a breach of fed-

eral/state boundaries, but a breach of the First Amendment.  In 1973 Thomas Troyer

wrote a careful (and, for me, persuasive) analysis of the First Amendment implications of

these particular penalty taxes.  He strongly questioned their constitutionality, on the alter-

native grounds (a) that expression bearing on the governing process (e.g., to influence leg-

islation) is speech of "governing importance" (Justice Brennan's language) and therefore

entitled to "unqualified protection" from direct regulation, or (b) that under conventional

"strict scrutiny" analysis, the extreme burden on foundation expression imposed by penalty

taxes is not overcome by "a compelling government interest in preventing foundations

from expressing legislative views...."57

We move from federalism issues to the norm of evenhandedness.  One example of

discrimination between foundations and other charities – the lobbying rules – has just been

                        
57 Troyer, Charities, Law-Making and the Constitution, supra note 11, pp. 1428-1429, 1464.
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mentioned.58  But this disparity in treatment characterizes virtually the entire regulatory

framework.  For example, two clear-cut examples of non-evenhandedness are, first, the

tax on investment income, imposed only on foundations (section 4940), and, second, the

provision that precludes deduction of the full market value of appreciated property other

than "qualified appreciated stock," when given to a foundation for endowment purposes,

while allowing a full deduction when the same property is given to a public charity for the

same purposes.  (As noted, not a word of explanation for the latter provision was pro-

vided by either the House or Senate Committee.)

In areas of industry regulation other than the foundation world, disparate treat-

ment usually has an empirical basis.  But as Boris Bittker wrote in 1973, there was no

showing that the vices attributed to foundations could not be found elsewhere in the non-

profit sector.59  In the absence of some empirical footing, one looks for another rationale

for the disparity – a search that, to date, as I have argued, has not been fruitful.  The con-

tinuation of such a search is, however, one of the major reasons for a thoroughgoing reap-

praisal of the foundations' regulated industry status.

This paper should not be misunderstood to argue that the remedy for disparity is to

impose the foundation regulatory framework on the at least 1.5 million other American

                        
58 One fairly simple way of alleviating (although not entirely eliminating) the discrimination between
foundations and public charities with respect to the lobbying restrictions was suggested by Robert Boisture at
the N.Y.U. conference: permitting foundations to participate in the section 501(h) process, under which an
electing organization can engage in legislative activity within quantitative ceilings established by section
4911, with penalty taxes imposed on those who exceed these ceilings.  (Section 501(h)(4) currently excludes
foundations from this process.)

59 Boris I. Bittker, “Should Foundation be Third-Class Charities?” in Fritz F. Heimann, ed., The Future
of Foundations (1973), pp.132-162.
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nonprofit organizations as of 1996 or even on the 654,000 that had section 501(c)(3)

status as of the same year.60  The point is, rather, that principles of evenhandedness are an

appropriate source of concern about the current regulatory system.

Now, finally, the norm of circumspection, the consideration of regulatory side ef-

fects.  These impacts can more conveniently be discussed under the next section, on pri-

vate foundation regulation in practice, to which we now turn.

III. APPRAISING PRIVATE FOUNDATION
REGULATION – IN PRACTICE

There is, first, some good news.  There are some obvious positive law-enforcement

benefits from the regulatory enterprise now in place.  It surely has deterred some, un-

measurable amount of fiscal or fiduciary misconduct.  (We cannot infer very much, one

way or the other, about deterred conduct from the very small level of penalty taxes col-

lected under sections 4941-4945 – for example, $l.482 million for 1993, a total of

$272,000 for the next four years.61)  Troyer has stated that the 1969 act "rid the field of

abuses that undercut philanthropic goals and were, sooner or later, bound to precipitate

congressional action."62  Another foundation watcher adds that the continuation of abuses

                        
60 These numbers are from Elizabeth Boris, “The Nonprofit Sector in the 1990s,” in Charles T. Clot-
felter and Thomas Ehrlich, eds., Philanthropy and the Nonprofit Sector in a Changing America (1999), pp. 1,
6.  The same 1.5 million total figure – but as of 1991 – is set forth in William G. Bowen, Thomas I. Nygren,
Sarah E. Turner and Elizabeth A. Duffy, The Charitable Nonprofits – An Analysis of Institutional Dynamics
and Characteristics  (1994), p. 4.  I believe that the 1.5 million figure would be substantially higher if one
included the small voluntary and social groups – bridge clubs, garden clubs, bowling leagues, etc. – that are,
for various reasons, beneath the statistical radar.  William Bowen et al. Also believe that the 1.5 million
number could be “conceivably even larger,” although for different reasons.  Id., pp.4, 16-17.

61 SOI Bulletin, Winter 1998-1999, p. 226.

62 Troyer, “The Cataclysm of ’69,” supra note 21, p. 46.
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would also have given foundation foes in the Executive Branch or Congress an excuse to

act hostilely upon their predispositions – and that the 1969 legislation precluded or mini-

mized such aggression.

One may ask, however, compared to what?  What other steps, short of regulated

industry status, could have or would now have the curative effect attributed to the current

federal presence?  Some of the state-empowering measures referred to earlier?  Or, at the

federal level, more assiduous use of the tools available to the IRS for monitoring of all

charities under existing law, coupled with improved advocacy to avoid slack judicial per-

formance?63  Or, still at the federal level, a replacement of sunshine for regulation?  In this

connection, Justice Stephen Breyer has pointed to disclosure as one of the alternative

techniques that "may be thought of as generally less restrictive ways of achieving regula-

tion's ends."64  If this is an alternative, we may already have it in fair measure, with pub-

licly accessible Forms 990-PF and exemption applications and the new GuideStar Web site

available to disseminate much of this material.  More "sunshine" could be made available,

through the cyber-accountability measures recommended by Peter Swords and several

other methods to improve disclosure that have been urged by Eugene Steuerle and Martin

Sullivan.65  All of the alternatives just mentioned are candidates for consideration as part

of a reexamination of regulated industry status.

                        
63 As noted earlier, this idea was resisted at the N.Y.U. conference by some who said that the imple-
mentation of an arms-length standard for judging self-dealing is too difficult; “the Treasury can’t do it.”  On
this issue, we have a pair of canceling skepticisms.

64 Stephen Breyer, Regulation and Its Reform (1982), p. 156.

65 Steuerle and Sullivan, “Toward More Simple and Effective Giving,” supra note 22, p. 784-786.
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Beyond abuse correction, it is also possible that full-scale regulation has helped to

reassure the public about the integrity of the foundation world – even though there is

room for doubt that the public at large has thought or cared very much about foundations

or their probity.  Indeed, my (admittedly hazy) recollection of public opinion surveys of

20 or 30 years ago is that the public knew as much about foundations as the citizens who

were asked by the Candid Mike show a long time ago whether they had any scruples.

"Never in my family," said one man; said another: "You want to go to Delancey Street for

that."66

Finally, it has been argued that the 1969 regulation went beyond policing and pub-

lic relations in its effects.  Troyer has pointed to many improvements in the foundation

culture over the past 30 years: increased professionalism, increased interchange and inter-

action among foundations, more varied and robust grantmaking, and improved structures

for working constructively with government to curb abuses.

All that, of course, can hardly be attributed to the 1969 Act and its after-

math.  But with its powerful stimulation for organization, mutual interchange and

professionalism in the foundation world, its rules protecting private foundations

from valid charges of abuse, and its many teachings about constructive government

relations, the act generated more of the present situation than one might think.  It

struck a spark that has burned ever more brightly among foundations.67

                        
66 One significant fringe benefit of current regulation is that it does give legislative blessing and en-
couragement, through Sec. 4944(c) and the committee reports, to "program-related-investing," an important
and increasingly popular tool of modern philanthropy in a variety of fields. 

67 Troyer, “The Cataclysm of '69,” supra note 21, p. 47.
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I find myself agnostic both about a major post-1969 improvement in the health and

vigor of the foundation field and about the chain of causation Mr. Troyer tentatively prof-

fers.  (In a caustic moment I think of the Treasury official who, at a bar meeting about ten

years ago, said that foundations should look on the 1969 Act as "a blessing in disguise" –

and (even though the contexts are monumentally different) of the time when Churchill

was once told that for some complicated reason, Hitler was a "blessing in disguise."  Chur-

chill replied, "The disguise is perfect.")

But if neither agnostic nor caustic responses are appropriate, and Mr. Troyer, a

wise and seasoned observer of the foundation scene, has this history right, that tells us

about the debt the foundation world (and all of us) owe to the 1969 act.  It does not tell

us whether, 30 years later, we need to keep the regulated industry apparatus.  To be a lit-

tle crude about it, what has the 1969 Act done for the field lately?  The Interstate Com-

merce Commission, after all, served crucial public purposes when it was established; it was

abolished in 1995, with shrunken powers transferred to a successor agency.  The point

here, however, is not the need for abolition, but the need for reappraisal.

That reexamination must consider a number of impacts that represent, in one way

or another, an apparent diversion of resources – diversions that each need scrutiny empiri-

cally (what is the direction and magnitude of the diversion?) and in public policy terms (is

the diversion appropriate?)  This inquiry can only be commenced in these pages, by taking

a prefatory look at the following diversion candidates:
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Diversion No. 1.  It appears that the current regulatory regime has diverted some

nontrivial amount of charitable giving from foundations to other public charities.  One

major cause of such diversion has been the combined operation of two "discriminatory"

features previously mentioned: the "excess business holdings" rule relating to foundation

holding of corporate control stock and the appreciated property deduction rule.  (The

latter rule, as noted above, no longer bars market-value deductibility of "qualified appreci-

ated stock."  The rule, however, continues to affect potential donors whose nest-egg takes

the form of closely-held stock.)  As of the time of the 1969 Act, approximately 80 percent

of foundations with more than $10 million in assets had been endowed with corporate

control stock or appreciated property or both.  A study made by the Yale Program on

Nonprofit Organizations and the Council on Foundations reported in 1987 that, of all

foundations with more than $100 million in assets as of 1982, 50 percent had been

formed with closely held stock, and 34 percent had been started with controlling-interest

stock.68  Either type of gift would be likely to fall afoul of the "excess business holdings"

rule, if made after October 1969, and, depending on timing, to violate the appreciated

property deduction rule as well.

These data are suggestive of the impact of rules prohibiting or heavily discouraging

the contribution of closely held stock and controlling-interest stock to foundations as

compared to other charities.  The impact is hard to quantify, but the Yale-Council on

Foundations interviewers received strong testimony about it during the course of 135 in-

terviews with wealthy donors or potential donors and with 100 lawyers and other advis

                        
68 Elizabeth T. Boris, “Creation and Growth: A Survey of Private Foundations,” in Teresa Odendahl,
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ers.  The interviewers were told that the 1969 Act provisions did indeed induce donors to

pass these forms of wealth to other, more eligible receivers.  (One lawyer reported that in

a single year he created three churches and two schools – or vice versa – just to receive

what would otherwise, in the hands of a foundation, be excess business holdings.)  With

respect to the deductibility restriction, "a survey conducted prior to the 1969 Act indicated

that large charitable donors viewed the basis limitation as the provision that would have

the greatest negative impact on their future contributions to foundations."69  Eugene Steu-

erle and Martin Sullivan report "virtually uniform agreement that non-bequest giving to

private foundations dropped dramatically after 1969."70

Because of the deductibility and excess business holdings provisions and other

complex rules thought to be minefields, and also because of the general nuisance of com-

plying with the new regulatory system, those interviewed in the Yale-Council study often

used alternative vehicles for charitable giving – not only schools and churches but commu-

nity foundations and other public charities, including "supporting organizations."  The

irony is that these public charities are far less fully regulated than foundations under the

tax code – and, in the case of churches, are not even required to file information returns

(section 6033(a)(2)(A)(ii)).

Diversion No. 2.  It seems inevitable that some resources were diverted away from

charity altogether.  Discouraged by the disincentives militating against foundation crea

                                                                              
ed., America’s Wealthy and the Future of Foundations (1987), pp. 65, 71, 74.  The percentages cited in the
text would be larger if all forms of appreciated property were included.
69 Steuerle and Sullivan, “Toward More Simple and Effective Giving,” supra note 22, p. 778.
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tion, some potential donors, we must assume, decided not to go ahead with major charita-

ble gifts, especially where estate planning permitted them to achieve tax reduction goals

without the use of a charitable disposition.  The result: more for the children.  In other

cases the assets would be diverted not to the children but to other forms of non-charitable

ownership – for example, a conglomerate acquirer or public investors to whom the asset-

owner (or his or her estate) sells in order to raise cash for the estate tax.

Diversion No. 3.  The tax on investment income, even though lowered in 1978 and

1984, has diverted charitable dollars to the U. S. Treasury in far greater amounts than any

foundation audit expenses;71 the average yearly tax for the years 1993-1997 was $285

million.72  Steuerle and Sullivan point out:

Although at each of these three junctures [1969 enactment and 1978 and

1984 modification] Congress has utilized this audit fee principle, revenue raised by

the tax is not earmarked for administrative costs.  Nor does it even roughly equal

administrative costs.73

Diversion No. 4.  Harvey Dale has suggested two forms of diversion resulting from

the payout rule (section 4942), even though, in the eyes of some, it is the least controver-

sial of the foundation rules.  With respect to the first form of diversion, Professor Dale

                                                                              
70 Ibid.  (emphasis in the original)
71 Frances R. Hill and Barbara L. Kirschten, Federal and State Taxation of Exempt Organizations
(1994), p. 6-6, n. 12.

72 SOI Bulletin, Winter 1998-1999, p. 226.

73 Steuerle and Sullivan, “Toward More Simple and Effective Giving,” supra note 22, p. 781.
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points out that, by compelling a certain level of disgorgement from foundation coffers, the

payout rule takes funds that, left to its own devices, a foundation might reinvest in corpus

and transfers these funds to a public charity that can use these funds to build up – or pro-

tect – its corpus.  Assets thus are diverted to the custody of the endowed recipient from

that of the endowed donor.  Professor Dale then asks, which of these custodians of chari-

table resources is more likely to use them, in decades to come, in a way that responds to

changing and urgent human needs?  He has not definitively sought to answer that ques-

tion, but he leans toward believing that a foundation – typically with fairly broad charter

purposes and a wide mandate from its donor – might, over time, be legally and institu-

tionally freer to shift gears than, say, a university or museum operating under strict pur-

pose constraints imposed by charter and by donors.  That leads Professor Dale to wonder

whether this form of diversion is wise – and, therefore, whether there may be good reason

to reduce the payout level by some considerable amount.  The proposition is unlikely to

win popular acclaim, but it is a fresh and important perspective.74

Diversion No. 5.  The second and somewhat related diversion Professor Dale as-

cribes to the payout rule is what he has called a diversion "favoring the present over the

future."  To quote from an informal memo he has written on this point:

By forcing a 5 percent payout, whether or not good program opportunities

present themselves to the particular foundation in question, funds go to the needs

of the present that can now be found rather than being available for those of the

                        
74 The language I have used is mine, not Professor Dale's, but I hope I have captured his point.
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future.  It can be shown that both annual and aggregate private foundation spend-

ing, over a long enough period of time, are greater with a reduced spend rate, i.e.,

more goes to charitable beneficiaries both annually and cumulatively (after some

number of years) under a 4 percent spend rate than under a 5 percent spend rate.75

Diversion No. 6.  Programmatic restrictions imposed as part of the regulatory sys-

tem appear to cause resource diversion among grantees.  Thus, foundations have an in-

centive to shift grantmaking away from individuals to organizations, because grants to in-

dividuals are procedurally restricted (section 4945(d)(3), 4945(g)).  Moreover, founda-

tions have an incentive to divert grants away from those organizations that do not qualify

as public charities to those that do: schools, churches, hospitals or groups that can meet

"public support" tests.  The non-public charities, often newly-established operating groups

that do not anticipate significant public support and therefore do not apply for an advance

public charity ruling, are categorized as "operating foundations," over which the founda-

tions have to exercise detailed "expenditure responsibility" under section 4945(h).  In or-

der to avoid the bother of expenditure responsibility, several grantmaking foundations –

including some with ample capacity to handle this responsibility – have simply stated that

they will not make grants to any operating foundations, thus excluding some of the tender

shoots that need foundation help.  While I believe that the fairly easy route to advance

                        
75 In support of the last sentence, Professor Dale cites DeMarche Associates, Inc., Spending Policies and
Investment Planning for Foundations: A Structure for Determining a Foundation's Asset Mix (1995) (a study
sponsored and published by the Council on Foundations).  A contrary approach, in terms of both methodol-
ogy and policy conclusions, is presented in Perry Mehrling, Spending Policies for Foundations – The Case for
Increased Grants Payout (1999) (published by the National Network of Grantmakers); the summation: “The
conclusion is compelling: a minimum payout rate of 5 percent may have been right for 1981, but it is too
low for today.”  
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public charity rulings (at least in the hands of competent advisers) makes this group of

non-public charities smaller than in years past, the expenditure responsibility rule does

constitute a potential source of diversion with adverse policy implications.

Diversion No. 7.  Finally, there is the diversion of foundation resources to two

forms of suppliers of services to foundations.  First, there are the vendors of services

needed to comply with the new regulatory requirements.  For example, the Rockefeller

Foundation, which had been paying normal commercial rent in Rockefeller Center, was

forced by the section 4941 self-dealing rules to move, and it was an expensive move ($2

million was the "grapevine"-reported figure).  A transaction like this one diverts charitable

funds to moving companies, furniture stores, architects, plumbers: admirable actors but

not the traditional objects of philanthropy.  (Newspapers, too, used to sop up charitable

funds by selling space to foundations announcing the availability of annual reports, but the

advertising requirement has ended.)  We must not omit lawyers and the accountants who

find that full-scale regulation creates a splendid source of new business.  Some of these

professionals told the Yale-Council interview team that the 1969 Act encouraged them to

enter the field of nonprofit practice.  A second group of suppliers of services are the foun-

dation staff members themselves; Peter Frumkin has described a huge increase in the "ad-

ministrative bureaucracy" of foundations, which he attributes to managerial burdens
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caused by the new regulation and the desire to increase "legitimacy" through increased

professionalization.76

(Speaking of lawyers for another moment, they are, I think, partly responsible for

the resource diversions I have mentioned, unnecessarily so in some cases.  Many lawyers

have told their clients that foundations are too much trouble – better use another vehicle.

And some lawyers, I believe, have told foundation clients that expenditure responsibility is

too perilous and should be eschewed by sticking to public charities.  This is not a new

trend in lawyer trepidation.  Thirty-five years ago a member of one of America's flagship

law firms told my Yale Law School class that he had advised one of America's flagship

foundations that it could not give to Martin Luther King's Southern Christian Leadership

Conference simply because it was not listed in what was then called the "blue book" of or-

ganizations to which deductible contributions can be made.  And so the grant was not

made.  The students and I pointed out that foundations were not restricted to "blue book"

grantees.  His answer was roughly this: "I guess that's right, but it's too much hassle.")

Birthrate Implications.  Returning to the list of resource diversions, they are not all

equally serious, but they are all worth considering as part of a reappraisal of regulated in-

dustry status.  Deserving special attention is the strong likelihood that these diversions –

particularly those caused by the excess business holding rule and the appreciated property

deduction rule – have contributed to a notable phenomenon on which the Council on

                        
76 Peter Frumkin, “The Long Recoil from Regulation – Private Philanthropic Foundations and the Tax
Reform Act of 1969,” 28 American Review of Public Administration 266 (1998).
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Foundations-Yale study focused: what appeared, at least for a time and perhaps even now

for the largest foundations, to be a declining foundation birth rate.  The most fecund dec-

ade was the 1950s, when there were established 2,046 foundations that in 1996-7 had

more than $1 million in assets or made more than $100,000 in annual grants.  In the

1960s the birthrate drop had begun: 1,922 such foundations were formed.  In the 1970s

the figure plunged to 1,160.  The decline may have been temporary.  According to the lat-

est (1999) edition of Foundation Giving, published by The Foundation Center, in the

1980s the birth rate picked up for a time, declined in the late 1980s, increased again in the

1990s, dropped again in 1995; full data are not available since 1995.  Certainly the abso-

lute number of foundations has increased in this decade and the prior one, although the

rate of formation has been below the rate for the 1950s and 1940s.77

At least two factors complicate efforts to untangle the effect of regulation on the

birth rate.  First, it is hard to establish the birthrate (new formations) as distinct from the

growth in foundation numbers.  The Foundation Center explains that growth in number

of foundations may come from other than new formations – i.e., fewer terminations since

1984, an increase in the number of operating foundations actively making grants (and

therefore entering the grantmaking lists), more accurate data on small entities, and the in-

clusion of 2,100 non-exempt charitable trusts in the IRS file and now counted as founda-

tions.78  In the second place, it is exceedingly difficult to trace the impacts of regulation in 

                        
77 The information in this paragraph comes from The Foundation Center, Foundation Giving (1999),
pp. 30, 32, 33.

78 Id.,  pp. 31-32.
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general – and the 1969 Act in particular – on the birthrate of foundations.  Special transi-

tory reasons (such as a wave of hospital conversions) may explain some of the growth.  In

addition, many foundations that came into existence in the 1970s and 1980s were created

under pre-October 1969 wills, thus escaping the most stringent excess business holding

rules; later testators possessed of such business holdings presumably will have less incen-

tive to create foundations.  Beyond these complications, there are many other variables

that come into play.  For example, one has to separate out such factors as these: stock

market influences on giving patterns; the merger and acquisition movement's effect on the

form of wealth held by potential donors (e.g., cash or public securities vs. excess business

holdings); the checkered history of section 170(e)(5) (see supra note 3) and its interaction

with changes in the Alternative Minimum Tax; the lead time between first round and sec-

ond round (usually testamentary) giving to foundations (which may tell us something

about the patterns of future giving to existing foundations); and more.  It is my hope that

someone will be able to sort out these factors (as part of the hoped-for reappraisal?), in-

cluding an attempt to develop a crucial data set that is missing: the individual funding

histories of a large sample of foundations established at different times.

I do want, however, to mention one interesting set of numbers, which comes from

the 1999 edition of Foundation Giving (p. 30): 
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This table necessarily reflects two influences (apart from investment performance)

on the number of foundations in various asset categories in each decade: birth-rate and

what may be called "gift-rate" – the rate of giving to existing foundations.  When one

compares the 1960s to the 1970s to the 1980s in the "Total Foundations" column, it su-

perficially seems that there has been a recovery in birth-rate cum gift-rate after the 1970s –

i.e., that the apparent negative effects of the 1969 Act did not persist.  (Of course that is

what needs to be looked at more carefully, as stated above.)  But now examine the "$100

million or more" column and notice the difference between it and all the lower-asset col-

umns.  That contrast is of considerable policy relevance, in my view, because, it is impor-

tant to have a "number of doorbells on which grantmakers can ring – particularly the

number of large scale sources of support for the introduction of new ideas and programs
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or for the conservation of older values and traditions."79  In 1969 Senate testimony I em-

phasized the importance of foundations with "assets in excess of $10 million....  It is

largely to these...foundations that individuals and organizations must turn to gain substan-

tial foundation financing for new programs and approaches."80  Applying an inflation and

market-growth multiplier to my $10 million figure of 30 years ago – and reckoning that

even this figure was probably too low at the time (it was the only "high" asset category

then available) – it would seem plausible now to be talking about the over-$100-million-

in-assets foundations as the crucial "large scale sources of support" of the current era.  And

within that asset class, the birthrate/gift- rate data, as reflected in the above table, do not

show a recovery from the 1970s decline.

An observation in Foundation Giving, on the other hand, suggests the likelihood

that the infants of the 1980s may grow into bigger asset categories after they receive their

major endowment at a later date.  "Studies have shown that the largest independent foun-

dations received their primary endowments about 18 years after creation, usually follow-

ing the death of the principal founder and his/her spouse."81  Yet Elizabeth Boris's analysis

of foundation formations from 1970 through 1982 showed that these foundations were

much more likely than earlier foundations to have been formed by bequest (rather than

                        
79 Simon, “The Regulation of American Foundations,” supra note 16, p. 251.

80 Simon, “Effect of H.R. 13270 on Establishing New Foundations,” supra note 36, pp. 190-191.

81 The Foundation Center, Foundation Giving (1999), p. 30; see also, on this point, Ralph L. Nelson,
“An Economic History of Large Foundations,” in Teresa Odendahl, ed., America's Wealthy and the Future of
Foundations (1987), pp. 127, 151.
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inter vivos)82 – suggesting that second-round testamentary funding may not be so likely for

the foundations born in the 1980s.

On the birthrate story, therefore, the best answer that one can give at this stage is:

Stay tuned!  And the reason we should stay tuned – the reason one should be concerned

about a declining birth rate among the biggest foundations – is the "doorbells" point.

Here, in the philanthropic marketplace, as in the commercial marketplace, entry is a

healthy – indeed, indispensable – phenomenon, and entry among the "heavy hitters" is

perhaps especially important.  The celebrated enlargement of the Bill and Melinda Gates

and the David and Lucile Packard Foundations, now No. 1 and 2 in the United States in

terms of assets,83 does not satisfy this requirement: there are a host of social needs, at

home and abroad, for which these foundations do not represent potential doorbells.  A

robust pattern of entry requires more than a handful of colossi.

A drama that unfolded a month before the N.Y.U. conference suggests another way

of looking at the "doorbells" story and the need for large-scale entry.  The drama I have in

mind is the controversy between Mayor Giuliani of New York and the Brooklyn Museum

surrounding the "Sensation" exhibit.  This is not the forum to rehearse the merits of this

celebrated (and currently litigated) battle.  But it will be observed that the causa belli is, in

large part, the fact that the museum has been relying on the City of New York for one

third of its annual operating budget – approximately $7 million a year – funding the

Mayor wishes to end because "you don't have a right to government subsidy for desecrat

                        
82 Boris, “Creation and Growth: A Survey of Private Foundations,” in Teresa Odendahl, ed., supra
note 68, p. 74.

83 N.Y. Times, Sept. 12, 1999, pp. 1, 28.
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ing somebody else's religion."84  The fact of government support gives rise to similar wars

over government control in many other areas of our national life, not only in the arts (see

the recurrent fights over National Endowment for the Arts funding criteria) but in health

services (see the Hyde Amendment prohibition on use of federal health funding for abor-

tions and the congressional refusal to pay UN dues so long as UN agencies engage in

abortion-related activity) and in legal services (see the class-action and other restrictions

on funding by the National Legal Services Corporation).

Those who oppose government string-tying (either ex post, as in the Brooklyn case,

or ex ante, as in the UN case) may try to rein in mayors or legislators by persuasion, liti-

gation, or legislation.  But the problem is not likely to go away, for it arises out of deep

and strong majoritarian imperatives, crudely but not inaccurately captured by Mayor Giu-

liani's assertion that "most hard-working people do not want their tax dollars used to pay

for this kind of thing."85  The majoritarian pressure is discussed more fully and thought-

fully by James Douglas, who calls it the "categorical constraint" on government funding

behavior and points to it as giving way to what he says is the "government failure" ana-

logue to the economists' "market failure";86 these "failures" refer to the inability of govern-

ment, on the one hand, and markets, on the other hand, to provide goods or services to

meet the full range of public demands, emanating from both majority and minority de-

manders.  "Government failure" will always be with us – perhaps especially in a democracy

                        
84 Jed Perl, “New York Dispatch – Shock,” The New Republic, Oct. 18, 1999, pp. 13-14.

85 This is my approximate transcription of a recent television interview with Mayor Giuliani.

86 James Douglas, Why Charity?  The Case for a Third Sector (1983).
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driven by majoritarian voices.  Enter the nonprofit sector: As both James Douglas and

Burton Weisbrod87 have argued, the "third sector" has as one of its rationales the delivery

of goods or services in some circumstances of "government failure."  In the United States,

this role is perhaps more salient than in any other society; consider, for example, the min-

uscule part played by nongovernmental institutions in the fields of culture, "elite" higher

education, scientific research and hospital care in all other countries of the world.  Indeed,

I wonder whether the huge share of the nation's business carried by voluntary organiza-

tions may be the defining characteristic of the American social order – even more than the

rule of law and civil liberty and the role of private markets, which are fully embraced in

some other lands.

Enter the Foundations: They are the main, ongoing source of large-scale funding

for America's nonprofit sector.  They cannot begin to replace government funding in gen-

eral.  But they are and have been available to play a role, both domestically and to some

extent internationally, in redressing the inevitable cases of "government failure."  Voter

registration in the South in the 1960s and funding for the Salk vaccine in the 1940s – in

both cases following government refusal or inability to act – are two examples, out of

many, that come to mind.  In an era of reduced government spending on social programs

and research, that role for the foundations will grow.  Foundation funding will probably

not relieve the Brooklyn Museum of substantial dependency on government support, but

the "Sensation" saga does remind us of the importance of having alternative  nongovern

                        
87 Burton Weisbrod, ”Toward a Theory of the Voluntary Non-Profit Sector in a Three Sector Econ-
omy,” in Edmund Phelps, ed., Altruism, Morality, and Economic Theory (1975).
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mental "doorbells" – big ones and new ones – to turn to where reliance on government is

impossible or unhealthy.  

Resource scarcity will probably not be a reason for a lack of these "doorbells" in the

years ahead.  The enormous intergenerational wealth transfers that are predicted for the

next several decades,88 even applying cautionary discounts, suggest the potentiality for

large-scale entry into the foundation arena.  The question is whether the present regula-

tory regime will stand in the way.  That, as I have said, is a very difficult question to un-

ravel.  To repeat: stay tuned.

Non-"diversionary" impacts.  This discussion of the impacts, "in practice," of the

regulated industry status of foundations, concludes with a brief reference to a few of the

non-"diversionary" impacts.  To be specific, some features of the regulatory regime have

behavioral consequences for foundations that do not qualify as "diversions":

Grantmaking Behavior: When it comes to legislatively-oriented grantmaking, foun-

dations can neither take advantage of the "insubstantiality" defense available to public

charities nor opt for a section 501(h) election, permitting certain levels of "safe harbor"

legislative activity.  These restrictions, coupled with the penalty taxes discussed earlier, not

only constrain foundation grantmaking but appear, from a good deal of talk among foun

                        
88 “Some Boston College researchers [Paul G. Schervish and John J. Havens] say that the widely cited
estimate that $10.4 trillion of wealth will be transferred to younger generations over a half-century is far
short of the likely amount.  They estimate the wealth transfer will be $41 trillion to $136 trillion…The new
figures suggest that charities, in particular, stand to benefit…  [Mr. Schervish and Mr. Havens] estimated
that between now and 2055 charities would receive bequests of $16 trillion to $53 trillion, measured in
1998 dollars, assuming that the estate tax remains unchanged.”  David Cay Johnston, “A Larger Legacy May
Await Generations X, Y and Z,” N.Y. Times, Oct. 20, 1999, p. C2.
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dation personnel, to have an in terrorem effect even on conduct that, under the fairly

helpful definitional exclusions (reg. section 53,4945-2(d)(1)-(4))89, would pass muster with

the IRS.  Similarly, the complicated strictures on voter registration activity – and, again,

the fear of penalty taxes – probably affect the willingness of foundations (not including the

scofflaw examples mentioned in Part I, above) to support activities aimed at enlarging

electoral participation.

Managerial Behavior: The prophylactic self-dealing prohibitions, discussed earlier

(which do result in penalties even in cases where no harm is inflicted on the foundation90),

limit the administrative flexibility of foundation managers and probably discourage un-

doubtedly honorable financial or property transactions that are thought also to be legal –

"but why take a chance?"91  The section 4944 "prudent investment" rules and regulations

thereunder (briefly discussed earlier) may also have an impact on investment behavior, but

probably more palpable is the impact of the payout rules on asset allocations.  Thus, ac-

cording to the DeMarche Associates study of foundation investment strategies, "Even to

achieve real returns that will support payouts of only 5 percent will require more aggres-

sive asset mixes than generally used by many foundations."92

                        
89 Or the regulation permitting non-earmarked grants to public charities that are used by the recipients
for lobbying. Reg. Sec. 53.4945-2(a)(5).

90 See, e.g., Adams v. Commissioner, 70 T.C. 73 (1978).

91 What Section 4941 apparently does not discourage are foundation CEO salaries in the upper six
figures, representing 10-20 times the salaries of the persons who run many of the charities funded by these
foundations.  But that is a (non-legal) story for another day and another conference.

92 DeMarche Associates, Spending Policies and Investment Planning for Foundations, supra note 75, p.
26.
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IV. QUO VADIMUS?

I have no apocalyptic conclusion.  As stated above, the present regulated industry

regime for foundations is not evil or corrupt; it represents a great deal of hard work by

bright and decent people; and it has been, in some respects, modestly helpful.  Nor will

the present regulatory system likely bring about the fate feared by the Psalmist: "If the

foundations be destroyed, What can the righteous do?"93  But the regulatory regime was

brought forth in the presence of siege; it presents difficult dilemmas both of principle and

practice; its "entry" implications may impede the foundations' potential contribution to

American pluralism; and it deserves, after three decades of experience, a fresh look.

                        
93 Psalms 11.  The Psalmist also wrote: "[A]ll the foundations of the earth are out of course." Psalms
82.
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A Proposal for Resolving the Excess
Business Holdings Dilemma

Introduction

As the hearings before the Subcommittee on Oversight have made quite clear, the

phenomenon of what the law calls "excess business holdings" – roughly speaking, the own-

ership of corporate control stock by a foundation alone or in conjunction with certain re-

lated persons – presents the Congress with a dilemma.  On the one hand, the Congress,

speaking through its tax writing committees, expressed the view in 1969 that a founda-

tion's participation in corporate control could impair the quantity and quality of its chari-

table performance and unfairly injure businesses competing with the controlled company.

On the other hand, the statutory response to these problems, the divestiture requirement

of section 4943 of the Internal Revenue Code, is viewed by the affected foundations and

also by some other observers as a threat to the financial health and diversity of the foun-

dation field, the larger charitable universe, and the small business sector of the economy.

The purpose of my statement is to suggest a resolution of this dilemma that honors and

accommodates both of these perspectives.

Concerns About the Impact of Section 4943

Turning first to the concerns about the impact of section 4943, they may be catego-

rized as follows with some extrapolation on my part):

1. Section 4943 may result in disposition of foundation-owned corporate

control stock at "fire sale" prices, causing two kinds of dislocation:
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(a) If there is a windfall for the purchaser, at the foundation's expense, it

represents a governmentally induced subsidy flowing from the (philanthropic) seller

to the (non-philanthropic) buyer – a transfer of resources that the Congress could

not have intended.

(b) "Fire sale" pricing could interfere with the efficiency of the capital market

by preventing it from setting security prices in accordance with a bargain between a

willing buyer and a willing seller.  Such below-market security prices may attract

capital to the "fire sale" transactions and thereby shrink the capital available to

other small businesses seeking financing for start-up or expansion purposes.1

2. Section 4943 may bring about a sale by the foundation of its corporate

control stock to a chain or conglomerate purchases, with these results:

(a) The sale to a larger enterprise may reduce the diversity of corporate

ownership; such an increase in concentration of ownership takes on extra meaning

where it involves a newspaper or television station or other organ of communica-

tion.

(b) Transfer of the enterprise to non-family related ownership would appear

to contravene the Congressional policy favoring retention of family business con-

trol and could also withdraw jobs and economic activity from a local community. 

3. Section 4943 may discourage the flow of funds into the foundation field.

As stated by the Impediments Committee of the President's Task Force on Private

                                           
1 It is not at all clear that extending the 5-year deadline for disposing of post- 1969 receipts of excess
business holdings – although a useful measure – will solve the “fire sale” problem.  The seller remains an
unwilling seller – a fact that probably affects the terms of trade.
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Sector Initiatives (Rep. Conable, Chairman), "Faced with the prospect of a forced

sale, many potential donors simply decide against making the gift of closely held

stock to a foundation."  In such event, the stock goes instead to a public charity, or

remains within the family, or ends up in a public distribution or in a merger (de-

pending, often, on estate planning imperatives).  The potential dislocations are

these:

(a) Such a shift in dispositive patterns would restrict the foundation "birth-

rate," particularly among the larger foundations, where excess business holdings are

proportionately more prevalent than among smaller foundations.  Reduced entry

into the foundation field would not only limit the fiscal capacity of the foundations

at a time of increased reliance on private funding, but also shrink the number and

variety of financing windows open to new ideas and programs – or to older values

and traditions. 

(b) If, for want of a foundation vehicle, the potential donor decides not to

give the control stock to charity at all, total resources available to the nonprofit

sector may be reduced.

(c) If the stock is given to a public charity instead of a foundation, there may

be a loss in the government's ability to police the practices about which Congress

was concerned, because of the reduced level of reporting, regulation and oversight

of public charities as compared to foundations; indeed, churches are not even re-

quired to file any federal returns.

4.  Section 4943 imposes a limitation on the allocational freedom of men

and women whose wealth is tied up in an ongoing business, as compared to indi
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viduals with more liquid forms of property; the former group will find their chari-

table options more circumscribed in the light of the restriction imposed by section

4943.

I have used the word "concerns" to characterize the points made above because with

the possible exception of the fourth point, they are not grounded in a solid base of empiri-

cal information.  A few foundations have testified about the difficulty they face in obtain-

ing adequate value for their excess business holding or about the prospect of finding only a

chain for a buyer, but the general situation has not been surveyed in any study of which I

am aware.  With respect to the third point, section 4943s impact on the flow of funds into

the foundation field is one of the subjects of a major study now being launched by the

Council on Foundation and the Yale Program on Non-Profit Organizations, but results

will not be available for some time.  (Even the trend in foundation "birth-rate" is a subject

of some dispute: new Treasury data suggesting a recent spurt in foundation births appear

to be inconsistent with other trend data and will require further examination and recon-

ciliation.)

Despite the lack of general empirical support, the concerns –perceptions of risk –

listed above are sufficiently plausible to deserve Congressional attention.  Our general

knowledge of distress-sale dynamics, of the tendency toward concentration of ownership

(including media ownership), and of incentives and disincentives affecting charitable giving

lend threshold credibility giving to each of these perceptions of risk.  Moreover, these

concerns all involve varieties of dislocation often associated with governmental interven-

tion; our general knowledge tells us that there are often destabilizing side-effects that flow
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from major intervention, governmental or otherwise, into any form of economic, political,

biological or ecological system.  For example, "radical" surgery, or the intrusion of man-

made structures into a beach or a marsh or the toppling of a foreign regime, or an antitrust

divestiture decree –each of these interventions can cause secondary but serious systemic

dislocation.  Of all the regulations imposed on the foundation "industry" by the Tax Re-

form Act of 1969, section 4943 – forcing divestiture of one important category of founda-

tion property –most closely approximates a major intervention of the kind listed above.

Concerns About Foundation Participation In Corporate Control

Of course, not all major interventions are to be condemned because of their side ef-

fects.  "Radical" surgery is often the only life-saving course; a beach or a marsh may have

to be altered to serve vital public needs; foreign interventions receive widespread approval

in crisis situations; and, in our case, too, the claimed dislocations attributed to section

4943 would be easier to accept if such intervention were the only way to meet the regula-

tory objectives.  The question then becomes: Are there less drastic alternative avenues that

one could pursue to achieve these objectives?  Focusing on the congressional objectives in

enacting section 4943, we encounter three concerns about foundation  participation in

corporate control, set forth in the following passage from the 1969 House Ways and

Means Committee report:

1. Those who wish to use a foundation's stock holdings to retain business

control in some cases are relatively unconcerned about producing income to be

used by the foundation for charitable purposes.
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2. Even when the foundation attains a degree of independence from its ma-

jor donor, there is a temptation for the foundation's managers to divert their inter-

est to the maintenance and improvement of the business and away from their

charitable duties.

3. Where the charitable purposes predominate, the business may be run in a

way which unfairly competes with other business.  To deal with these problems,

your committee has concluded it is desirable to limit the extent to which a business

may be controlled by a private foundation.  [H. Rept. No. 91-413, 1969-3 C.B.

200, 218; numbers in brackets have been added.]2

As in the case of the concerns about the impact of section 4943, no comprehensive

body of reasonably current data is available to support the three Congressional concerns

about corporate control.  The 1965 Treasury Department Report on Private Foundations

recited several cases of no-dividend or low-dividend corporate control stock owned by

foundations (pp. 33, 35, 39-40), but no overall data to compare the income productivity

                                           
2 The Senate Report gave the same reasons, with immaterial language changes.  S. Report No. 91-552,
1969-3 C.B. 423, 449-50.  In his recent statement to the Subcommittee, Assistant Secretary Chapoton refers
to a fourth concern (also expressed in the 1965 Treasury Department Report on Private Foundations):

The possibilities for conferring private benefit through a controlled business are numerous and in
many cases very subtle.  We do not believe it is possible to draft a statutory prohibition of all possible acts of
self-dealing involving a foundation controlled business.

In the absence of any supporting examples, and in view of the failure of the Congressional commit-
tees to adopt this rationale in their 1969 reports, I will limit my comment on this point to two observations.
First, foundations that invest in wholly independent, non-controlled companies will find themselves in
roughly the same position – at the mercy of possible “subtle” manipulation by corporate insiders.  It is a risk
of corporate life that section 4943 cannot extirpate.  Second, the "private benefit" that may accrue in subtle
ways in a fact of charitable life as well.  Consider the rewards that attends big giving – the publicity, the so-
cial or commercial acceptance, the deferential or preferential treatment from the donee institution, and the
hope for salvation as well.  As compared to these private benefits, are the benefits to which Mr. Chapoton
refers significantly more objectionable?  And, if so, are they sufficiently noxious to be subject to policing at
the federal or state levels?  Of course, contribution of control stock to a foundation often confers personal
benefit by facilitating retention of family control over a business enterprise, but, as already noted, this form
of private advantage is consistent wit Congressional policy.
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of control stock compared to other foundation holdings.3  The 1965 Treasury Report pro-

vided not even anecdotal evidence to support the claim of "neglect" of charitable duties

because of preoccupation with business operations (p. 35); indeed, if one examines the

past and present roster of foundations with excess business holdings – including those

which presented testimony before the Subcommittee on Oversight – one encounters some

of the most vigorous and committed grant-making institutions in the land.  Finally, the

1965 Treasury Report offered only one illustration – ambiguous in its implications – to

support the claim of competitive injury inflicted on businesses not owned by foundations

(pp. 33-34); as Russell G. Mawby notes in his Statement, no new examples have been cited

since 1969 despite the continued presence of excess business holdings under transition

rules.

Yet, as in the case of the concerns about the impact of section 4943, the concerns

about corporate control participation are plausible –or at least, two of them are.  As to a

third, the distraction claim, the logic escapes me, as it did Professor Boris I. Bittker, who

wrote of the distraction rationale as follows:

The theory espoused by the Senate Finance Committee that foundation

managers will devote their time to business rather than to their charitable responsi-

                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                   

3 Subsequently, aggregate Treasury data were released that pointed to very poor productivity of con-
trol stock, and I reported some rough calculations of my own that suggested average productivity, but, these
contradictory estimates were based on data now more than 20 years old, not reflecting the impact of the
1969 legislation.  The GAO report recently submitted to the Subcommittee on Oversight does not deal with
rate of return on excess business holdings or from any other form of corporate control stock.  It reports that
balanced foundation portfolios earned a better return than portfolios tilted toward corporate stocks and
bonds but (a) this finding was based solely on 1979 performance and, in any event (b) does not focus on
control stock.
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bilities disregards the fact that the corporations in question require business man

agement whether their stock is owned by foundations or by other investors. Con-

versely, the foundation's investments must be managed by its officers (or by advi-

sors paid by the foundation), whether the portfolio consists of all the stock of three

corporations or 10 percent of the stock of each of 30 corporations.  No evidence is

offered to sustain the view that the aggregate number of man-hours required to

manage the corporations and to manage the foundation's portfolio is altered by the

concentration of the foundation's holdings in a few corporations, and it is hard to

believe that any such evidence could be found.  It is equally difficult to comprehend

why the foundation's charitable functions are more likely to be impaired by its

trustees' desire a make "a success of the business" than by their desire to increase the

yield of a diversified portfolio.  Success in either endeavor will increase the funds

available to finance the foundation's charitable functions.  It should be noted,

moreover, that the restriction imposed by section 4943 is in no way dependent on a

showing that the same persons actually manage both the business and the founda-

tion.  The foundation's managers, officers and directors are, of course, ultimately

responsible for deciding whether to hold or sell the foundation's investments, but

this is equally true whether the portfolio is diversified or concentrated.  [Bittker,

"Should Foundations Be Third-Class Charities?" in Heimann, ed., The Future of

Foundations (Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1973), pp. 151-52.]

With respect to the other two concerns – inadequate income and unfair competi-

tion – existing provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 at least mitigate these feared

abuses.  The distribution requirement of section 4942, now pegged at 5 percent of asset
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market value, although not requiring that each investment produce this return, exerts

pressure on a foundation to insist that the business in which it holds control stock – even if

it is a donor-related business – produce dividends at about this level.4  (That pressure will

not be felt where the control stock is not a major holding for the foundation and where,

accordingly, the 5 percent can be earned from other investments, but in that case the

foundation does not significantly suffer from the control stock's low yield.)  Any pressure

on the controlled business to pay healthy dividends will also reduce the problem of unfair

competition, for such dividend payments will make it difficult for the controlled business

to expand with retained earnings at a rate faster than a competing firm owned by non-

charitable shareholders.  (Indeed, the dividend demands of such shareholders are far from

fearsome; during the 10-year period ending December 30, 1982, total annual dividends

paid by New York Stock Exchange companies on common and preferred stock, as a per-

centage of year-end market values, averaged 4.7 percent.)  The unfair competition possi-

bilities are further reduced by section 4941s self-dealing prohibitions, which preclude the

foundation from lending to any business of which the foundation's donor and other dis-

qualified persons and their families own 35 percent of the stock.

State enforcement of fiduciary duties supplements these federal controls.  As Nor-

man Sugarman has pointed out in his statement to this Subcommittee, state activity in the

charitable area has become more effective in recent years.  And the tools are available: the

ways in which state attorneys-general and state courts can induce a foundation to police

the productivity of corporate control stock were described in a statement I submitted to

                                           
4 Alternatively, the foundation might sell the stock to meet payout requirements but one suspects that
most foundations will not wish to dispose of control stock for this purpose.
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the Ways and Means Committee in 1965 (Vol. 1, House Committee on Ways and Means,

"Written Statements...on Treasury Department Reports," 89th Cong., 1st Sess. (1965), pp.

458-62).

Although the existing federal and state enforcement mechanisms can address a good

part of the low yield and unfair competition concerns (and although the distraction claim

seems too gossamer to address), there may understandably be a perception of a residual

risk, a feeling that further protection is needed than the present law provides.

(a) Under the inadequate return heading, there are two remaining problems.5

First, as Assistant Secretary Chapoton states, in times of high returns a yield from

the control stock may be "relatively low" even though sufficient to finance a 5 per-

cent payout.  Yet this may happen with any other non-control stock that pays lower

than prevailing dividends.  But if we are especially concerned about control stock

(because of the unlikelihood that it will voluntarily be sold), then it is true that

there is not much pressure to demand a higher-than-5 percent return, for section

4944s restrictions on "jeopardizing investments" do not apply to contributed stock.

A second problem (not, to my knowledge, addressed in the statements submitted to

this Subcommittee) is the fact that, even if a foundation holding low-yield control

stock can meet the 5 percent payout requirement out of non-control stock, an ex-

cessive deduction may have been taken.  The prior contribution of the control stock 

                                           
5 Assistant Secretary Chapoton proffers one other remaining problem related to inadequate returns:
the difficult valuation of closely-held control stock “substantially undermines the effectiveness” of the mini-
mum payout rule.  This difficulty, however, arises – and is handled – in many transactional contexts other
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will probably have generated an income or estate tax deduction based on a valua-

                                                                                                                                            
than the excess business holdings area, and nowhere else, I think, leads to Congressional avoidance of the
valuation problem via an assault on the ownership of tough-to-value property.
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tion that assumes a level of productivity greater than that realized from the low-

yield stock.  In other words, if one measure of a stock's worth is the present value

of a stream of future returns, and if that stream is not realized, then the stock may

be considered to have been overvalued, and the deduction as well.

(What is the measure of a "return" for purposes of determining such an

overvaluation?  Ordinarily one might include not only dividends and realized capi-

tal gains but also unrealized appreciation on the theory that the foundation is free

to sell the stock and capture this gain – the return is available to the foundation.  In

the case of excess business holdings, however, such a sale is not a likely event in the

absence of forced divestiture.  Because the appreciation of an excess business hold-

ing may never be realized in the foundation's hands and made available to charity, it

would be reasonable to judge overvaluation on the basis of the stream of dividends

and realized capital gains.)

(b) Under the "unfair competition" heading, where the donor's family owns

less than 35 percent of the business in question, the self-dealing provision men-

tioned above does not prohibit the foundation from lending to, or buying stock in,

the controlled business on terms – or with forbearance – not available to competing

businesses.  Under fiduciary principles reflected in state law regulating charitable

trustees and also in the "jeopardizing investment" rule of code section 4944, that in-

vestment should be made – and policed – on terms calculated to maximize the

foundation's return, but neither state attorneys-general and state courts nor the IRS

will be able to spot all preferential sweet spots in such investments.
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The Proposed Resolution

And thus the dilemma presents itself.  On the one hand, existing federal and state

law does not eliminate all the risks that can plausibly be attributed to excess business

holdings.  On the other hand, section 4943s response – a major regulatory intervention

that seeks, in effect, to eliminate the risks by eliminating the business holdings – brings

with it a countervailing set of plausible risks, outlined earlier.  I suggest that the dilemma

can be resolved along the following lines.

Section 4943 would be amended to permit foundations and their donors to elect an

optional regulatory treatment – an alternative to divestiture of excess business holdings

that would subject the foundation and donor to special strictures as the price for indefinite

retention of the holdings in foundation hands.  The optional treatment could be set forth

in an addition to section 4943 numbered section 4943B; I will refer to this alternative

regulation as "section 4943B" treatment.  A section 4943B election could be made within

one year of receipt of an excess business holding or one year after passage of the amend-

ment, whichever is later. Various section 4943B strictures can be imagined; here are the

ones that address the 1969 Congressional concerns in the light of regulatory deficiencies

discussed above: 

1. Inadequate return.  In order to deal with the possibility of a low return from an

excess business holding, two strictures might be imposed on foundations electing section

4943B non-divestiture treatment.

First, section 4944 would apply to the excess business holding, despite the usual

exemption of contributed property, so that the control stock could be deemed to be a
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"jeopardizing investment" if it did not meet section 4944s standards for productivity.

These standards would not necessarily condemn low-dividend stock, especially when

"taking into account the foundation's portfolio as a whole" (reg. section 53.4944-1(a)(2)),

but section 4944 would require close scrutiny of the contribution of the stock to the finan-

cial health of the foundation.6

Second, in the event of a low return from dividends and realized capital gains, the

donor's income or estate tax deduction could be subject to "recapture" in later years. I have

not had an opportunity to work out all the details of – or identify all of the problems asso-

ciated with – such a recapture arrangement, but here is a rough preliminary sketch of how

it might work.

A foundation electing section 4943B treatment would file a special addendum to its

Form 990-PF every three (or perhaps four or five) years, specifically reporting the divi-

dends and capital gains realized from that stock during the preceding three (or four or

five) year period.  This report would include a computation of how this income compared

to a "target" annual income figure fixed by statute or regulation, based on a fixed percent-

age of the book value of the stock in the foundation's hands,7 or based on a percentage of

current market values that represent the prevailing rate of realized return from institu

                                           
6 The regulations, which now call for a one-and-only examination of an investment asset when it is
first purchased, could be amended to call for this examination when an excess business holding is first do-
nated to the foundation, or if donated prior to the amendment of the regulations, upon the effective date of
the amendment.  The regulations would have to be further amended to make it clear that the excess business
holding is not to be faulted on the ground that it results in an undiversified portfolio; this is one outcome of
the contributed-property exception t section 4944 that needs to be retained so as not to negate the effect of
the section 4943B option.

7 This figure might be 5 percent.  Since, as noted earlier, the measure of return we are using is not
“total return” (including unrealized appreciation), the percentage would presumably be lower than that
which would be an expected “total return” percentage.
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tional portfolios.  Where the income received by the foundation was less than, say, 85 per-

cent of the "target" income figure, the shortfall would be reported to the donor, who

would, on his or her next tax return, add the amount of the shortfall to gross income as an

approximate recapture of the original "excess" deduction."8

This approach deals with the recapture of a prior income tax deduction where the

donor is alive at the time of the shortfall.  If the donor is no longer living at the time of the

shortfall, or if the original deduction was an estate tax allowance for a testamentary gift of

the excess business holding, a recapture from the donor or his estate would be impossible

or inordinately awkward, especially if the estate is no longer open.  An arrangement re-

sembling transfer of tax liability by contract or by agreement with the IRS9 would meet

this problem.  In order for the foundation to elect the section 4943B treatment, there

would have to be in effect an agreement between the donor and some other person or in-

stitution (presumably a family member or family trust); this substitute obligor would be

contractually committed to report the shortfall as income on his or her or its own income

tax return.  (To avoid selection of a low-bracket substitute obligor, a floor might be set on

the tax rate applied to the recapture.)  This requirement would not (and could not) apply

to any donor who died prior to the enactment of section 4943B.  Moreover, it might be

                                           
8 The theoretically preferable solution under “tax benefit” principles is to calculate that portion of the
original deduction (in year X) that represents the capitalized value of the later shortfall and to add the re-
sulting amount to gross income on the current tax return.  My proposal would achieve very roughly the
same effect, except that, in effect, it adds to gross income an amount reflecting interest on the “excess” de-
duction dating from year X to the current year.

9 See 4 Bittker, Federal Taxation of Income, Estates and Gifts, section 111.5.7 (1981).
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well to limit the length of time the substitute obligor would live in Damocletian suspense;

the obligation would terminate, let us say, ten years after the donor's death.10

This recapture scheme is complicated (although no rival of the present section

4943!).  Moreover, in view of the possible salutory effect that sections 4942 and 4944 and

state policing may have on the productivity of corporate control stock, it is not clear that

the scheme I have proposed would recapture many taxable dollars.  Were we not faced

with a dilemma concerning excess business holdings, I would probably not recommend

adoption of the recapture provision.  But such a provision merits consideration at this time

as a measure that can help to resolve this dilemma, by giving some extra reassurance to

those who are concerned about the income productivity of excess business holdings.

2. "Unfair Competition."  In order to deal with the concerns about the competitive

injury that might result from foundation financing of a controlled business11 – investments

made and/or policed on a preferential basis but not amounting to a breach of section 4941

or 4944 or state law – there is a fairly simple answer.  Those foundations electing section

4943B treatment would be subjected to a special self-dealing provision added to code sec-

tion 4941 that would preclude all debt or equity financing of a company the stock of

which constitutes an excess business holding for a foundation.  Two possible exceptions to

this prohibition that might deserve consideration are these: (a) financing provided through

                                           
10 This recapture plan is an inexact mirror image of a proposal by the Treasury Department in its 1965
Report on Private Foundations that “unproductive” property donated to a foundation not give rise to a de-
duction “until the asset is (a) made productive, (b) disposed of, or (c) applied to charitable uses” (p.59).

11 I wish to reiterate that I know of no recent data base that provides empirical support for this con-
cern or for the “inadequate return” concern discussed above.
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the purchase of securities on a national exchange; (b) financing that has the specific ap-

proval of the IRS or a state court having supervisory jurisdiction.

3. "Distraction."  Although, as noted earlier, the "distraction" claim lacks not only

empirical support but also plausible rationale, an alternative (section 4943B) treatment of

excess business holdings could address this issue along with the others.  There are, of

course, limits on what legislation can do to prevent "distraction."  Regulation cannot oper-

ate directly on a state of mind; moreover, it is doubtful that anyone would seek to prevent

a foundation's trustees and officers, as fiduciaries, from paying attention to the health of

any of the foundation's investment holdings, whether "excess business" or otherwise.  But

regulation can offer those worried about "distraction" some reassurance that foundation

personnel (trustees or staff) who have charitable program responsibilities are not drawn

into the day-to-day management of the controlled business enterprise.  A quest for such

reassurance is presumably one reason for recent discussion of the possibility of reducing

the "interlock" between the foundation and a controlled business.  It is difficult to distin-

guish, legislatively, "interlock" that may have a tendency to "distract" the foundation's pro-

gram personnel from "interlock" that involves the foundation's financial personnel, for

trustees and top staff are often concerned with both sides of the foundation.  Accordingly,

an "interlock" provision probably will have to disregard the program-finance distinction.

It could be provided, then, that foundations electing the alternative (section 4943B)

treatment will have to reduce to one or two the total number of their trustees and staff

personnel who also serve as directors, officers, or employees of the controlled company. I

have not proposed a 100 percent elimination of "interlock" because that might be incon-

sistent with the rationale for the section 4943B alternative treatment.  One reason for the
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4943B option is to respond to the concern about the possible disincentive effect of present

section 4943 on the gifts of capital stock to foundations.  Telling a donor that he or she

must either give up a role in what is often the family business or quit the family foundation

may have an almost equally chilling effect on the donor's willingness to make the control

stock contribution.  Leaving room for a limited "interlock" should avoid such discourage-

ment. 

The reader is reminded that none of the foregoing section 4943B provisions would

come into play unless the foundation elected the alternative treatment.  Some foundations

will prefer to stick with the divestiture option, either because divestiture is relatively easy

for them and their donors to adjust to, or because they prefer divestiture to the regulatory

regime imposed by section 4943B.

Some Loose Ends

Past divestitures.  The enactment of a section 4943B option along the lines set forth

above would leave, in its wake, a number of foundations that had already completed sec-

tion 4943 divestiture and could not hope to return to the status quo ante.  While, from

their perspective, it would be unfortunate that the 4943B option had not been available

when they went through the throes of divestiture, that can not be a reason for rejecting

corrective legislation at this time.  An amendment otherwise desirable on its merits ought

not be cast aside because it comes too late to be of benefit to all affected parties.  The con-

clusion might be otherwise if the affected parties were commercial competitors, with sub-

stantial unfairness the result of a change in ground rules, but that is not the case here.
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In the absence of a competitive unfairness problem, I see no reason not to make the

4943B option available at once to all foundations – not only those that will receive excess

business holdings in the future but those that already have such holdings on the date of

section 4943B's hypothesized enactment.  

Applicability to public charities.  In suggesting the 4943B amendment.  I have not

taken up the issue of whether the excess business holdings rules – with or without the sug-

gested amendment – should be faulted for dealing only with foundations and not with

other charitable bodies that hold corporate control stock.  (The tendency of non-

foundation charities to hold such stock may have increased since 1969, when the Congress

in effect declared foundations to be the only ineligible receivers).  The issue of discrimina-

tion against foundations has been raised in connection with H.R. 3043, proposed legisla-

tion recently introduced by Reps. Conoble, Shannon, Frenzel and Gephardt to eliminate

certain "tax disincentives for gifts to foundations."  The section-by-section analysis of this

bill states that these disincentives "have contributed to a dramatic reduction in giving to

foundations" and characterizes them as "discriminary tax rules."  The excess business

holdings provision – applicable only to foundations – can also be characterized as a "dis-

criminating tax rule." The section 4943B election outlined here would not end such dis-

criminatory treatment, but, by providing an option to forced divestiture, it would moder-

ate the impact of the discrimination.

Extended divestiture deadlines.  Adoption of the alternative treatment plan pro-

posed here should not preclude enactment of amendments to section 4943 permitting ex-

tension of the five-year deadline for divestiture of holdings received after May 26, 1969

(as provided in S. 562).  A strong case has been made, in my opinion for permitting such
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extension, and that case deserves to be considered on its own merits regardless of the dis-

position of the alternative treatment I have outlined.

Conclusion

It is probably rare, in the annals of legislation, to come upon a controversy that can

be resolved in a way that honors the views and concerns of both sides.  The excess busi-

ness holdings controversy appears to be one of those rarities.  Because of the national in-

terest in the health of private philanthropy, I hope that the Committee on Ways and

Means will take advantage of such an unusual opportunity.  The proposal I have outlined

here is intended to invite the Committee's attention to this opportunity – and suggest one

way to seize it.

Respectfully submitted,
John G. Simon

NOTE: This statement is made in a personal capacity on the basis of my research and

teaching, over a period of many years, on the role and regulation of philanthropy.  Al-

though my work has been based both at the Yale Law School and the Yale Program on

Non-Profit Organizations, my statement does not represent the position of either of these

institutions.  The Program on Non-Profit Organizations, as noted in my statement, is con-

ducting a major empirical study, in conjunction with the Council on Foundations, that

bears on some of the issues discussed herein, but that study is now in its infancy, and
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therefore its results are not and could not possibly be reflected in my statement.  I also

note, in the interests of full disclosure, that I am a trustee and President of a relatively

small private foundation – one that has never had any excess business holdings and has no

prospect of ever receiving any.  
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